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Afternoon, February 21, 1976
VITA PROGRAM AT MSU — Roy Williamson (far right) of Hopkinsvile is taking advantage of the Volunte
er in-
come Tax Assistance Program being offered to all students and low income tax payers by Murray State 
Univer-
sity's Accounting Society and faculty members. Helping Williamson with his tax return is ion Dowie,
 sponsor of
the Accounting Society, and Nancy Hemdon of Murray, a student volunteer. Volunteers will b
e in the Student
Union Building meeting rooms 3 and 4 from 2 to 5 p. m. Feb. 28 and March 3 and 10 and in the Commun
ity Room
of the Federal Savings and Loan Building 9-12 a. m. Saturday Feb. 28. VITA is sponsored by the internal R
evenue
Service.
'Get-Tough' Crime Bills To
Be Introduced By Governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Several
get-tough crime fighting bills will be in-
troduced in the 1976 General Assembly.
Gov. Julian Carroll called a press
conference Friday to outline the
proposed package of legislation. In-
eluded in the package are proposals to
discourage criminal use of firearms, to
deter repeat criminal offenders, and to
strengthen local prosecution staffs.
He said he believes the most
significant changes he is proposing are
those prohibiting probation or con-
ditional release under certain cir-
cumstances.
One bill would make an individual
convicted of an offense involving the
use of firearms ineligible for probation,
shock probation, or any kind of condi-
tional release from prison.
In hopes of reducing the number of
repeat offenders, Carroll said he will in-
troduce other legislation prohibiting
probation, shock probation or con-
ditional discharge of any defendant who
commits an offense while on probation.
The bill would also prohibit the ser-
ving of concurrent sentences for those
offenses.
In addition, any defendant found
guilty of conamiting a second offense
while awaiting trial on a previous
charge will not be allowed to serve con-
current sentences on those two charges.
Carroll said there was a case in his own
county where a man waiting trial on a
burglary charge was arrested for
burglar five more tim‘i trial.
The governor also said he will
propose changes in the current per-
sistent felon laws. Existing law
requires a defendant to have served
time on a conviction before a
prosecutor can seek to have him
classified as a habitul offender.
Under the administration's proposal,
an individual convicted of a second
felony, even if he has never gone to
prison on the previous conviction, will
go to jail or prison and will not be
eligible for probation.
A defendant found guilty of his third
offense will not be eligible for parole un-
til he has served a minimum of 10
years.
There is controversy over whether in-
creased punishment serves as a
deterrent to wouldbe criminals. Carroll
was asked if he believes the proposed
legislation would really cut down the
number of repeat offenees.
"All statistics bear out the principle
that the certainty of punishment is a
deterrent," Carroll said. "Not the cer-
tainty of increased time in prison. That
side (the guarantee of punishment) has
been shown to have a greater degree of
influence than extending time."
The governor said he has asked the
state Justice Department to excerpt the
sections of the law he hopes to have
changed "so they can be put on bulletin
boards, particularly in our penal in-
stitutions.
• 'We want to make it a matter of cer-
tainty, so every one knows what the
laws are.
Carroll also said he will ask the Ken-
tucky general assembly to appropriate
6650,000 to continue a program
established by the 1974 legislature
providing for additional Kentucky
prosecutors. Carroll said federal funds
for the program have expired, and the
state was not scheduled to begin fun-
ding it until July.
But "in hopes of insuring effective
law enforcement" he said he would ask
for funding until the General Assembly
can consider the issue at a special
session later this year. The special
session is to be held to deal with laws
implementing the state's new judicial
system.
The money will be used to pay 23 full-
time assistant commonwealths at-
torneys.
15' Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
House Strongly Registers Its
Opposition To Forced Busing
e•
- FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Ken-
tucky House has strongly registered its
apposition to court-ordered busing for
purposes of school desegregation, but
the Senate must concur before the
message gets to Congress.
The House spent four hours debating
— often emotionally — four pieces of
legislation related to busing. Three
measures to prohibit busing were ap-
proved, but a resolution to limit terms
of U.S. supreme court and federal
judges to six years was defeated.
Nebraska Gas War Could
Start National Trends
CHICAGO (AP) — Price slashing on
gasoline by a station on the Nebraska
Plains could start a nationwide trend,
says an oil industry newsletter.
Herb Hugo, senior editor for Platt's
Oilgram, said Friday an independent
gas station in Scottsbluff, Neb., cut
prices at the pump from 52.9 to 39.9
cents per gallon for regular gasoline. A
national price war could result, he said.
"Long lines are forming to get this
gas at the Farmland Industries station
in Scottsbluff," said Hugo.
"They obviously are selling below
cost and it is the lowest in the country
since before the oil embargo. If it can
happen in .icottsbluff it could happen
anywhere and that is the key point.
"Scottsbluff may seem an unlikely
place for a national gasoline price war
to start, but it could trigger one," Hugo
continued. "You get one or two guys
starting a fight in a little town and it can
become a national one."
Hugo said gasoline prices have been
deteriorating gradually since Labor
Day.
"Normal prices by majors range
from 56.9 to 61.9 in the Chicago area,"
he said. "But some dealers are buying
at 49.7 and selling at 49.9 and you can't
operate on that margin. It raises the
question of some dealers getting special
kickbacks from suppliers."
Commenting last week on falling
gasoline prices, Hugo said wholesalers
are in a "state of panic."
He and other oil industry analysts
had predicted gasoline prices would
rise to 70 cents and higher. "Nobody
thought it would go down," he said.
The day got off to a bad start when
House Speaker William Kenton, D-
Lexington, discovered that the paper in
the roll-call machine was vote tallying
printed with the names of members of
the 1974 General Assembly. It took the
House leadership nearly an hour to
decide what to do, since the supply of
the 1976 paper was limited.
They ended up ruling that the House
would adjourn for the day as soon as it
ran out of paper, and then took up the
issue at hand. The paper lasted through
Scapino,' A Madcap Comedy,
To Be Presented At University
"Scapino!", a madcap comedy by
Frank Dunlop and Jim Dale that is
currently popular on three continents,
will be presented by the Murray State
University Theatre Feb. 26-27-28.
Curtain time for the production
adapted from a 17th century work by
Moliere will be at 8p. m. on each date in
the University Theatre on the ground
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center:
A 14-member cast is part of a com-
pany of about 45 students involved in
the two-act production. Robert E.
Johnson, associate professor of theatre,
Is the director, and James I. Schempp,
assistant professor of theatre, is the
designer.
Noting that "Scapino!" is "one of the
broadest farces ever done by
University Theatre," Johnson said the
play is somewhat different because of a
great deal of physical action and the
Involvement of the audience in some of
that action.
Described by Dunlop and Dale as "a
long way off from Moliere," the play
was first presented at Young Vic
theatre in London. It has since been on
Broadway and is now finding
popularity across the country and in
Europe and Australia. "Scapino!" is
currently playing at Actor's Theatre in
Louisville.
Set in Naples, the play revolves
around the trickery and deceit of
Scapino as he attempts to bring two
young lovers together. Co-playwright
Dunlop describes the conniving Scapino
as "the eternal but lovable wise guy."
The show is the last major production
of the school year by University
Theatre. In addition to the University
Theatre, the production is co-sponsored
by the Sock and Buskin drama club and
Alpha Psi Omega honorary dramatics
fraternity.
Admission is 82 a person or by season
ticket. Tickets will be on sale from 9 a.
m, to 4 p. m. in the lobby of the
University Theatre Monday through
Friday the week of Feb. 23.
•••„,
the busing votes.
House leaders said they hoped to ob-
tain more of the roll-call tally paper
from the printer soon, and that in the
meantime roll-call votes might be
recorded by photographing the lighted
tally board in the House chamber.
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Lexington,
asked for a roll call vote to see how
members felt on the issue of forced
busing.
"A lot of people are totally confused
on the issue," he said. "I think it's im-
portant that we establish our individual
positions."
However, Rep. Joe Clarke, D-
Danville, opposed the motion, saying
that busing is just a tool.
"I would like to see all this energy
we're using in opposition to that tool
used for guaranteering equality of
education for all children," he said.
"Clarke said the basic question is
whether the members of the House
believe in equality of education.
Clarke said the legislature's efforts to
stop busing are destined to fail. His
comments drew scattered boos from
the gallery, and Kenton angrily gaveled
the spectators to silence, saying he
would tolerate no "emotional out-
bursts."
Rep. Mae Street Kidd-DLouisville,
said she was concerned because the
issue is causing animosity and prej-
udice to spread "like wildfire or can-
cer." She said if the young people were
left alone they would get along.
She also said housing, not busing, is
the problem, "If we would embrace ow
fellcrw citizens if they moved into ow
area, that would help," she said. "If we
could just like together and get along."
The Louisville Democrat also told the
House, "we could use the next four
weeks for busing, but the courts are
going to decide, and everyone in this
General Assembly knows it."
Judge Rules That FBI Must
Insure Files Aren't Misused
WASHINGTON (AP) — Several
times before 1958, a Texas man named
John Brent Tarlton was held on various
charges by local police and a record of
each arrest was sent to the FBI.
Each time, an FBI clerk dutifully
recorded the arrest on Tarlton's "rap
sheet" in the FBI's Washington
headquarters.
Upon request, almost any local police
department, judge, prosecutor, bank or
potential federal employer would have
been provided 'Tarlton's FBI criminal
record.
None of the arrest entries on
Tarlton's pre-1956 criminal records
shows what happened to the initial
charges. For all the FBI knew, the ac-
climation might have been dropped.
Yet, until Friday, the FBI could feel
free to circulate Tarlton's "rap sheet"
to other police agencies all over the
country.
A federal judge said Friday that the
time has come for the FBI to insure that
Its 21.4 million criminal files are not
misused to damage the reputations of
people with incorrect or out of date
police records.
US. Dist. Judge Lewis Smith Jr.
declined, however, to order the FBI to
seek out and eliminate all of its old or
inaccurate data.
Smith's decision came as a result of a
Stilt filed by Tarlton, who complained
that his Me carried arrest records more
than 20 years old.
"Balancing personal rights with the
valid needs of the criminal justice
system, the court cannot order the
wholesale expungement or non-dis-
semination of criminal records riot
meeting an arbitrary yardstick," the
judge said.
Nonetheless, he said, "The FBI can-
not proceed undisturbed by the serious
danger to individuals caused by unre-
ported dispositions and 'stale' files, nor
can it totally relegate responsibility for
such deficiencies to local agencies and
courts."
Smith also told the FBI it must :
—Find a new way to update years-old
arrest records that failed to show what
happened to the initial charge.
—Pass on challenges to the accuracy
of FBI criminal records to local police
departments and other law enforce-
ment agencies.
—Gradually remove entries of all less
serious offenses like drunkenness,
vagrancy, traffic violations and
juvenile crimes from FBI files. The
judge credited the FBI with already
starting that task.
In his 15-page order, the judge also
disclosed some interesting facts about
FBI criminal files.
For example, each work day, 7,000
federal, date and local police agencies
send in 10,000 fingerprints for filing
with the FBI.
And he said nearly 70 per cent of the
FBI files include at least one entry of an
arrest that fails to show what happened
to the charges.
The judge noted an FBI estimate that
it would cost an to remove each less




Cloudy Saturday with scattered
showers and thundershowers. Highs
near 60. Heavy rain may give flash
floods to low lands. Showers ending
tonight, becoming partly cloudy late
Saturday night and Sunday. Lows
Saturday night in the low 30s. Highs
Sunday in the upper 40s. Outlook for
Monday partly cloudy and a little
cooler. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 90 per cent Saturday and
40 per cent Saturday night.
Nixon Arrives In Peking Four Dietetic Traineeshop Program
Years After First Visit There Approved For Local Hospital
TODAY'S INDEX
ow Seethes Tim*
PEKING (AP) — Richard M. Nixon
arrives to wintry weather in Peking
today on the fourth anniversary of his
historic trip to China, the first by an
American president.
Amid snow and subfreezing tem-
peratures there were no outward signs
of any major preparations for Nixon's
return as a private citizen at the in-
vitation of the Chinese.
The Peking government sent a
Chinese Airlines Boeing 707 jetliner to
Los Angeles Friday to pick up the for-
mer president and his wife, Pat.
The Nixons posed for photographers
on the boarding ramp with two Chinese
diplomats, and then took off for Anchor-
age, Alaska, and Tokyo on the way to
Peking.
President Ford has said Nixon'. trip
has no significance for foreign policy
because Nixon is traveling as a private
citizen without power to negotiate for
the United States. He said Nixon had
been given no special briefings for the
trip.
Any expenses not paid by the Chinese
government were to be covered by
Nixon's own funds. Secret Service men
who accompany him as a former
president are paid for by the U.S.
government.
Only 20 persons. including represen-
tatives of the U.S. media, were in the
Nixon party for this Nixon visit, com-
pared to 300 in 1972.
Nixon was expected to be greeted by
Communist party chairman Mao 'Die-
ting who last month welcomed Nixon's
daughter Julie Eisenhower and her
husband, David, for a 12-day visit to
China.
The Nixona were scheduled to remain
In Chins until Feb. U. Their itinerary in
China was not announced.
Nixon has lived at his San Clemente.
Calif., estate since resigning the
presidency in August 1974.
There were 40 persons aboard the jet
when it left Ws Angeles, including a
crew of 17 and three Chinese officiaLs
In the Nixon party were retired
Marine Col. Jack Brennan, Nixon's
chief of staff at San Clemente, Bren-
nan's assistat, Carl Howell, and the
Secret Service agents.
The weather was clear and sunny in
Um Angeles when the plane took off
The boarding ceremonies were short.
and Nixon did not acknowledge the
news reporters and photographers who
jammed the boarding area.
The public was not admitted.
Chinese Ambassador Han Shu flew to
Los Angeles from Washington to hid
Nixon farewell, but did not board the
plane.
The American Dietetic Association
(ADA) has approved a dietetic
traineeship program proposed by Mrs.
Anne Flood, Registered Dietitian (H-
D.) at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, and Mrs. Luella Yonts, R. D.,
at Hopkins County Hospital.
The traineeship is a 12-month
,Program scheduled to begin July 1,
Ire. 'The program will provide the
year's experience after college
graduation necessary to be eligible to
take the ADA registration examination.
There will be two participants in the
1971 program, Susan Uarey of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, and Victoria
Rogier of Hopkins County Hospital.
Mrs. Flood and Mrs. Yonts will be the
Dietitian-Counselors for the trainees
A consortium repnwenting eight
facilities and 14 RD's are involved in
the traineeship. The cooperating
facilities are: Murray-Calloway County
Hospital; Hopkins County Hospital,
Troyer Clinic, and Hopkins County
School System's Food Services in
Madimnville; Community Methodist
Hospital in Henderson; and Western
Baptist Hospital, Lourdes Hospital, and
the McCracken County Health
Departnient in Paducah.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Hopkins County Hospital are the
primary facilities and will provide the
core curriculum. Each trainee will
spend five months working and
leanring in each institution.
In addition to the sponsoring
hospitals, the trainees will have af-
filiations with Connsemity Methodist
Hospital, Troyer Clink, Hopkins
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Western Baptist Hospital, Lourdes
Hospital, and McCracken County
Health Department. Other
organizations will be utilized to provide
specific learning experiences. The MSU
School of Nursing and the Murray
School of Practical Nursing will offer
teaching opportunities. Vanderbilt
University Hospital's Clinic Research
Center Will provide metabolic nutrition
experience. The traineeship also in-
corporates exposure to extended care
facilities, and ft utilizes the Dairy
Council and U. K. Extension Services to
suppiwnent the community nutrition
aspects of the program.
This trabweship will be unique a that
no other ADA approved traineeehip
covers such an area of square miles and
does not have a major teaching hospital
In a metropolitan area as the primary
Bride Saddled with
Would-be Songbird
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I've asked around, and nobody has been
able to come up with • solution to my problem. Even my
clergyman said, "That's one for Dear Abby."
I am being married soon and am planning a formal church
wedding. I have a friend who thinks she can sing. I have
heard her, and she sounds like a cow in labor. She offered to
sing at my wedding, and not wishing to offend her, I
pretended to be delighted but carefully avoided accepting
her offer.
Now she just assumes she will sing at my wedding, and
she's already asked me which songs I like.
Abby, please tell me how I can get out of this
predicament. She's had a few lessons that she thinks
qualify her as a professional, but she is really terrible. She
distorts her face, screws up her mouth, rolls her eyes
heavenward, and sings off-key. She sang at a funeral last
year, and even the mourners had trouble controlling their
laughter. Please help me.
NO NAME, PLEASE
DEAR NO: Tell her at once that you appreciate her offer to
sing, but you've decided against having • vocalist. Don't
feel called upon to justify your decision. Simply state the
fact as kindly and as soon as possible.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 31-year-old, unmarried male
law-school graduate who is looking for a job.
At every job interview, I am immediately asked, "Are
you married?"
When I say no, I sense a negative reaction and lack of
interest. I am sure that I am being discriminated against
because I'm unmarried, but there is no way I can prove it.
I am not a homosexual. Are employers so bigoted and
homophobic that they won't hire bachelors on the remote
chance that they might be gay? Otherwise, why do they ask
this question?
A man's marital status is in no way related to his ability
to perform the job. Surely all married men are not ipso facto
more competent than single men.
So, what do you advise me to say when I am asked that
question?
IRATE BACHELOR
DEAR BACHELOR: Answer truthfully. It's possible
that you are rejected for another reason. (Could it he that
when you're questioned about your marital status your
obvious annoyance comes through unattractively?)
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I just moved into a
duplex apartment His mother lives on the other side.
Billy Joe and his mother have always been very close, but
I didn't know how close until we started living here. She
comes over every evening after supper and gives Billy Joe a
bath. I told him I thought she was crazy for wanting to give
a 23-year-old man a bath and he was crazy for letting her.
Bill Joe says be doesn't see anything wrong with it, and
his mother says nobody can bathe a man as good as his
t• mother can.
When I try to tell my mother-in-law that it just ain't
• fittin' for her to bathe a grown son, she says, "Why not? I
used to diaper him. You must have a dirty mind."
• So what do I tell her then? Or am I in the wrong?
PUZZLED IN W. VA.
; DEAR PUZZLED • No, I don't think you're "wrong." I
, think it likely, however, that you married into • very weird
• family.
t, Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, LA., Calif. 90069.
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IA
You can expect a pleasant
day, with associates full of good
will and congeniality. Day
especially favors travel and
meeting interesting people.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tW,
You should find hobbies and
artistic endeavors absorbing
and rewarding. And, like Aries,
you may meet new people who
prove higNy stimulating.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 1114*
No matter what changes are
made in your routine, even in
your environment, you can
make quick adjustments,
should get along well and even
make notable improvements.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) ego
Mixed influences. Day calls
for your stamina, stick-to-
itiveness, good-will and ability
to help yourself and others out
of undesirable situations.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) Jafifa
Stellar aspects indicate a day
of successful moves and plans,
but all will require know-bow,
diligence and painstaking care.
Don't launch into uncharted
sams.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your intuition and self-
reliance stimulated now. And
both will be needed if you are to




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) liOgn
Friends and associates are
working for you in the
background, and you should
soon profit from some efforts
you have long since forgotten.
SCORPIO
( Oct 24 to Nov. 72)
Weigh potential actions and
their likely results before
beginning them. You may want
to make some changes. Handle
delicate matters delicately.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3er
Day should prove stimulating
in many ways, many areas. One
of your more casual interests
will now take on added im-
portance.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) )60
Some situations highly
mystifying. Try to get some
background information that
will help you clarify matters.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 10
Your personal interests
should fare well now. And you
may receive some unexpected
aid from an influential person.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Be careful of details, dispel
doubts and a trend toward
misunderstandings. You can
avoid possible friction if you are
on your toes, thinking ahead
every step of the way.
YOU BORN TODAY argone
of the most idealistic in-
dividuals in the entire zodiacal
spectrum and, more im-
portantly, you do not keep your
ideals in the deep recesses of
your mind, but take them out of
the conceptual stage and build
them into tangible and usable
forms. Your attitude toward
money is paradoxical —
depending on the development
of your character and the
heighth of the spiritual plane
you reach. The well-developed
Piscean, for instance, can,
within his means, of course,
become a greet philanthropist
or, indifferent to his innate
gifts, become self-indulgent and
a reckless spender. The true
Raman, however, is extremely
versatile, well-poised, warm-
hearted and fitted for success
along many lines. Birtbdate of:
George Washington, 1st Pres.,
U.S.A.; Frederic Chopin, Polish
composer; James Russell
Lowell and Edna St. Vincent
Millay, Amer. poets; Sen.
Edward Kennedy, U.S.A.;




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er44
Superiors should be receptive
to your ideas now. Advance
your best ones — but tactfully,
of course. And DO avoid the
offbeat.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1C4i,
Good Venus influences.
Especially favored: real estate
deals, home improvements,
family concerns, romance and
social activities.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211 
Let your instincts guide you
now since your chances of at-
taining goals are excellent.
Imagination and a little daring
could pay off handsomely.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) SO
Unexpected interruptions
may slow you down a bit but, if
you coordinate as you should,




( July 24 to Aug. 23) iftkia
Some things may bother you
more than usual Don't fret.
Rather, check and look more
closely into pertinent matters —
to find the cause, and be able to
cope.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /Pik
Stellar influences fairly,
generous. Study new situations
carefully, and your native in-
telligence will help you make
the most of each.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ain
Past efforts should be bearing
fruit now. Study conditions and
trends which may seem odd but
may hold new advantages
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVelP
You can accomplish more by
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teamwork now than by "going it




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A period for ACTION! Put all
you have into day's endeavors:
your best thoughts plans, ef-
forts. Look for the unexpected,
and appreciate all — even the
challenges.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1CiV
An excellent day for con-
sidering some new business
arrangements — especially if
they involve real estate or
property improvements.
AQUARIUS
r Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =AIA
Clever management most be
your keyword in day's battle for
gains. Also, concentration on
what you are doing. Sidestep
office intrigue.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't be swayed by outside
distractions, the bizarre doings
of others. You could be fooled if
not alert. Mixed influences —
some disconcerting.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and a
humanitarian at heart. Your
goals are usually lofty ones and
your willingness to work un-
ceasingly to attain them gives
you terrific potential for suc-
cess in any line you choose as a
carter. The idealistic ,side of
your nature may lead you into
educational or sociological
fields, where you could make
enormous contributions to the
young, the aged, the W or the
underprivileged. But there are
many other fields in which you
could excel — especially in
painting, writing, designing or
any occupation involving work
outdoors or at ses. A born
psychologist, you have an
almost built-in knowledge of the
human race, and you get along
with people on any level of
society. Birthdate of: William
A. Shirer, author, journalist;
George Handel, composer;
Samuel Pepys, Eng. diarist.
WIDOWS PREFER
REVISITING MEMORIES
NEW YORK (AP) — Most
widows prefer going on vaca-
tion to places where they went
with their late husbands, ac-
cording to Mrs. Beatrice L
Green, executive director of the
Widows Travel Club, which ar-
ranges for widows to meet for
traveling purposes.
"One of their most important
possessions is their memories,"
points out Mrs. Green, and thewidows enjoy going hack to
places where they had fond






sponsored by Murray High
Student Council, will be
served at the school from six
to eleven a. m. A pancake
eating contest will also be
held.
James Campen Chapter of
Sons of American Revolution
will have a Washington's
Birthday Celebration at the
Murray Woman's Cliff) House
at six p. m. For reservations
call John Nance or Brown C.
Tucker.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
have a luncheon at the home of
Mrs. Paul Sturm at noon with
Mrs. Frank Albert Stub-
blefield and Mrs. John
Quertermous as cohostesses.
Swim Day for Girl Scouts
will be at the Carr Health
Building MSU with Brownies
at eleven a. m. and juniors at
noon. Persons are responsible
for child's transportation and
a charge of Zs cents will be
made.
Senior Citizens basketball
team will play Radio Station
WNBS All Stars at three p. m.
at the Murray Middle School.
At halftime music will be by
the Swing and Sway Band.
Murray Art Guild will be




Group and other musical
groups will be held at the
Hardin Senior Citizens Center
at 7:30 p.m.
Mardi Gras Festival,
sponsored by French and
Spanish Clubs of Murray High
School, will be at the school
from seven to eleven p.m.
Sunday, February 22
Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Murdock will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary
with open house at their home
from two to four p.m.
Joint golden wedding an-
niversary celebration of Mr.
and Mrs. 011is Beach and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Workman
will be from two to four p. m.
at 630 Ellis Drive, Murray.
Junior recital of Matthew
Bryant, Charleston, Mo.,
organ, will be at two p. m., and
senior recital of James C.
Patton, Muldraugh, trumpet,
will be at 3:30 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mason
Smotherman will have a 35th
wedding anniversary
celebration at their home
from two to four p.m. All
friends and relatives invited.
Gospel singing will be held
at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church at 5:30 p. in.
Ham breakfast will be
served at Chestnut Grove




of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the Clara Eagle
Gallery, Murray State
University, at 9:30 a.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Le Leche League will meet
at 8:00 p.m. at the home of




Board will meet at St. John's
Center at ten a.m.
Tuesday, February 24
Chill Supper, sponsored by
Robertson School PTA, will be
at the church at six n m. Cost
will be $1.00 for adults, 75
cents for school age children,
and free to preschoolers.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Verna Mae Stub-
blefield at two pin.
at, Tuesday, February 24
Annual Day of Recollection
for Men and Women will be at
St. Leo's Catholic Church
starting at 9:30 a.m.
Dianna Lee Lovett,
Fredonia, soprano, will
present her senior recital at
8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Holiday Inn, Kentucky
Dam, at 10:30 a.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
GROGAN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Grogan,
1513 Chaucer, Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, Adam
Walter, weighing eight pounds
Vir ounces, born on Sunday,
February 8, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Eric, age six, and a daughter,
Heather, age three. The father
is employed by NASCO of
Springfield, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Grogan and Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Lewis Polly,
all of Murray. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Buckingham of Murray and
Mrs. Mildred Foote of Tupelo,
Miss.
LAMB BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lamb of
Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Nathan
Ross, weighing nine pounds
121/ ounces, born on 'Fhtir-
sday, Febrary 5, at 5:10 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one other son,
Jay Ryan, age 21/2. The father
is employed with South
Central Bell Telephone
Compay any and mother is on
leave from the local hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Doris Harmon of Murray
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Dodd of Almo Route
One. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins of
Almo Route One.
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi selected
Pam Croft as their 1976
Valentine Queen, an annual
event in which each chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi participates.
A picture of the Valentine
Pam Croft
—Valentine Queen
Queen was sent to Beta Sigma
Phi International Head-
quarters, where a
celebrity selects an Inter-
national Queen and her court.
Miss Croft is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Croft of
Marion. She graduated from
Crittenden County High
School and Lourdes School of
Radiologic Technology at
Paducah. She is presently
employed by Dr. George
Oakley, and is a member of
Memorial Baptist Church.
The Chapter honored the
queen with a Valentine




Banquet on Thursday, Feb. 12,
at the Red Carpet Room in
Paris, Tenn. The program was
a short sketeh of Pam's life
given by Barbara Chilcutt.
The Queen, dressed in a
lovely red gown, was crowned




present were: Mrs. Tommy
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Chilcutt, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. John
Emerson, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Estes, Mrs. Donald Faulkner,
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Gibson,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Graves, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Grogan, Mr.
and Mrs. Dickie Hodge, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Holton, Mrs.
Ronnie Hutson, Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Lyons, Mrs. Bobby
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Willie




have been suggested for the
name "Dixie", associated
with the U.S. southern states
Because of the French word
for 10 "dix" — printed on $10
bills in early Louisiana, that
state became known as "Dix's
Land" or "Land of the dix-
les". Other possible
derivations are from "Mason-
Dixon Line" and the name of
a kind-hearted Dutch farmer,
Dixye, in New York whose
slaves, when sold to a
southern plantation in the
1700s, sang of their longing to
return to Dirye's farm.
The etetreiCheit pump is the most efficient heating
device you can buy today. It actually draws energy out
of the air.
For home heating in the TVA area, the heat pump
produces about two units of heat for every unit of energy
it uses. So it can cut your electric heating bill io half.
And it's a machine for all seasons. In summer it re-
verses its operation to keep you cool like a central air
conditioning system.
See us for more information on the heat pump —
the energy-making machine.
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Pt c. Arthur J. Hanck has been
reported injured in action while serving
with the United States Marines in
Vietnam.
Kenlake State Park will reopen
February 25 for the season. Special
weekend events have been planned.
Deaths reported today include Euclid
(Dutch) Burnett, age 50, and Mrs.
Maggie Moore.
Births reported include a girl,
Melissa Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Manning on February 14.
In basketball games Murray State
College lost to Morehead, and Calloway
County High school lost to Fulton. Stan
Key got twenty points for Calloway.
Dr. Clyde Farms presented the
program at the meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Hiatus hernia (rupture) is a
fairly common conditioct, partic-
ularly in older persons. Such her-
nias may be as small as a walnut
or as large as a grapefruit.
This type of rupture cannot be
seen from the outside of the body
but occurs through a hole
(hiatus) Much is normally pre-
sent in the back part of the
diaphragm, a muscular partition
between the chest and abdomen.
The esophagus (gullet) pasties
from the throat through the
chest and through an opening in
the diaphragm to join the upper
part of the stomach.
In wine persons, the tissue of
the diaphragm around the
esophagus is weaker and gradu-
ally thins out with the passage of
years, allowing the upper part of
the stomach to push upward into
the chest. This creates a hiatus
hernia
This relaxed condition permits
the acid content of the stomach
to spill upward and irritate the
Special films on the last week of the
earthly life of Christ will be shown at
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church on Sunday nights until Easter
Sunday, according to Rev. John Pugh,
pastor.
Rev. J. Howard Nichols will speak at
the Cub Scout Pack 45 Father and Son
Banquet on February 24 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
In basketball Murray High Tigers
beat the Lynn Grove Wildcats. Tom
McNeely for Lynn Grove got 23 points
and John Hill for Murray got 18.
A 'Wastrel, written by Mrs. John
Pasco, will be presented at the
February 23rd meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Mrs. Robert Young has been elected
president of the Anerican Legion
Auxiliary to fill the vacancy of Mrs.
Rails Jenkins who has moved out of
town.
lower end ot the esophagus,
causing dyspepsia, heartburn,
and discomfort in the lower part
of the front of the chest These
symptoms may be confused with
heart pain or peptic ulcer.
The hiatus hernia is often
worse after meals when the
stomach is full and is usually ag-
gravated by lying down after
eating.
The symptoms are usually
relieved by medical measures.
They include eating small meals.
taking antacids when the in-
digestion is troublesome (often a
few sips of milk will help), sitting
up after meals, and avoiding
obesity. When weight is kept nor-
mal. the stomach has more room
in the abdomen and does not
have as much of a tendency to
push upward as in an over-
weight person. Victims often
benefit in having the heads of
their beds elevated five to eight
inches and by using a few
pillows when lying down to help
Cpl. Daryl E. Parks, age 22 died
yeaterday in the Naval Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn., as a result of wounds
received on Iwo Jima on February 73,
1945.
Other deaths reported this week
include Col. Edward Nix, age 84, Bonita
Carol Fletcher, infant girl, William L
Hafford, age 77, Mrs. Robert Fanner,
age 86, and Miss Julia Gunter, age 80.
Ed Filbeck, Will Washer, and V. H.
Clark, members of the Local Draft
Board, received special medals for
their service this week at Paducah.
Miss Anna Mae Trevathan and
Howell Thurman were married
February 15.
The third supplement of Heroes of
World War II of Calloway County is
published this week with the Ledger &
In basket ball games Murray State
beat Vanderbilt, Murray Training beat
Golconda, Ill., Hazel beat Benton, Lynn
Grove beat New Concord, and Tilgh-
man beat Murray High.
Mrs. Amanda White has returned for
visits in Roswell and Colvis, N. M.
"Pardon My Past" starring Fred
McMurray is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
keep the stomach below the
diaphragm.
Surgery is seldom reqatred. It
becomes necessary if the con-
tents of the hernia become
strangulated and cannot pass
back into the abdomen. Also, the
entrapped contents may bleed.
resulting in an internal hemor-
rhage. This may require surgical
repair.
The diagnosis is usually made
by X-ray. The hernia can be out-
lived by watching a swallow of
barium pass through the
esophagus into the stomach. ,
• If a person is having lower
chest discomfort, it is essential to
determine the cause in order to
differentiate between heart trou-
ble and other conditions. Hiatus
hernia has to be ruled out as a
possible cause. Fortunately. its
symptoms usually respond
promptly to treatment.
Q. Miss M.V. wants to know if
drinking water with her meals
BLASINGAME
makes her gain weight.
A. Water contains no calories.
Water that you . take with your
foods passes through your
system and is eliminated by your
lungs, dun, bowel. and kidneys.
Evidence points to the fact that
water may help to increase the
volume of your meal and help to
satisfy your appetite quicker
than drinking no water. If so, a
smaller amount of food taken
with the water at mealtime can
help to prevent weight gain and
stabilize your weight, depending
on your food intake.
Q. Mrs. EP. asks whether cool-
ing the room temperature has
any effect on resistance to infec-
tion.
A. No evidence exists that
slight reduction of room tem-
perature +e.g.. _69 degrees F.)
lowers the body resistance to
bacterial or viral infections. Ad-
ditional clothing may be needed
for comfort.
Six persons are now taking rabies
treatment after a pet dog was deter-
mined to be rabid.
The night of February 17 was the
coldest of the winter, the severest since
1930, with the thermometer taking a
dive to 12 below zero.
Deaths reported include "Aunt
Belle" McCuiston, age 92, Mrs. Lola
Elkins, age 61, Roy Dunn, age four,
Miss Eula Gray McCuiston, W. S.
Hargis, Miss Citna Tucker, age 56,
Robert S. Blalock, age 72, Frank Sever,
age 70, and Mrs. Martha Williams
Gower, age 83.
A work program calling for the
building of two hundred sanitary
toilets, sponsored by the Calloway
County Health Department, sorted here
on February 17.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Onus Roberts and ahoy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Houston, both on
February 19.
The Kirksey Eagles beat Lynn Grove
to' become champions of the Calloway
County Basketball Tournament.
Chosen for the All County Team were
Copeland and Washer of Kirksey, H.
Cochran of Lynn Grove, and L. Bury
and Young of New Concord.
Today is Saturday, Feb. 21, the 52nd
day of 1976. There are 314 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1916, the longest and
bloodiest battle of World War I, the
Battle of Verdun, began in France.
More than one million people were
killed.
In 1838, Samuel Morse gave the first
public demonstration of the telegraph.
In 1846, Sara Bagley became the first
woman telegrapher when she reported
to work at the new telegraph office in
Lowell, Mass.
In 1919, after World War 1, the Allies
recognised the olish government of
The Murray Ledger C Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4, Owls knot; Day, Now Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St. Murray,
Ky., 42071.
Second Coss Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky. 42071.
SUISCRIPTiON RATES: in areas served
Bicentesugal footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Rhode Island
Governor Nicholas Cook complained to
the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia that his eolony had
exhausted its money in helping supply
the American forces which had invaded
Canada.
Bible Thought
According as he bath chosen us
In him before the foundation of the
world that we should be holy and
without blame before bins in love.
Epliesians 1:4.
God chose us to be with Him and
the means by which we are saved
from evil.
by carriers, $2.25 per month, payable on
adioncs. by mail in Calloway County
and to I•nton, Hardin, Mayfiitici. Sedalia
and Farmington, *Ky.. and Paris.
Ouchanon and Plumper, Tenn., $15.00
per year. by mad to other destinations,
$30.00 per year.
Mombor of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The




March 14, 1976 at 3 p. m. and 5 p. m.
Tickets
Adults Advance. . . $2.00 at Gate $3.00
We do have
Family Tickets. . .$7.00
•  
These tickets entitles 1 Man and wife and all their children's admission
  Tickets on Salo Now At 
j Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, Long John Silvers and Montgomery Ward
Perkins Pancake & Steak Howe will celebrate its 3rd Anniversary in Murray on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, February 25th & 26th.
In appreciation for your warm reception, owners Bill and Jackie Daugherty invite you to
celebrate with them and enjoy some of Murray's favorite Perkin 's selections at special an-
niversary prices. Also register for special prizes to be given away.
* Full Stack of Our Famous Buttermilk
Pancakes
Reg. 1.15 894
*Rib Eye Steak to oz. u. s. choice
*W/Frosh Gerdes Salad and Choice of Homemade Dressing
*Tow Choice Of Potato (Naterally)
*A Basket of Toasted French Broad
Grilled-Shaved Ham Peed High On A Sesmas Ben And
Perkins famous Over-Generals Serving Of French Fires
Reg. 51.60 994
Register Now Thru Thursday For
$100.00 Cash
To Be Given Away... Plus
Two Ky. Country Hams fronrGibson's Locker Plant
(Register as often as you like — you don't have to be present to win)
.+44•••••,.  • ' 41444 •






Cott Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun








Hwy. 94 Mwriy, Ky..
•11211111L4 es a22_e_e_22IL22.1.1.1.22 20t0lit0pgs t
Taylor Motors
Alliteglpe:_
I, 1 ' 11.
Y
MINIUM"- _
301 S. 4th /53-1372 Wormy, Ky.
Storey's
FoodGiaut
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.













We have a rugged watch that
wil meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
1145.56 Alunvy, Ky. " 713- 141
01 11m.00R LORE if cliblinia dedicated 10 the bunters. lishormen and faherx who en ft.!. the rewards of illet,tolo
Li=
Jim Lewis has been out fishing several times this week and shown that the early year
bass can be caught. Jim holds a 6 pound 8 ounce lunker he caught last weekend on a
little Tubby in a watershed near Murray.
Wild Turkey Siminer
Set For March 13
Pete Farrar, president of
the National Wild Turkey
Federation, will be one of the
many distinguished speakers
at the first Wild Turkey
Seminar scheduled at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
Saturday, March 13.
The seminar is being hosted
by the Kentucky Chapter of
the National Wild Turkey
Federation, the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, and TVA's
Land Between The Lakes.
Included in the program are
such topicS as the biology,
history, and management of
the wild turkey; current and
future plans for wild turkey





The seminar will begin at 7
p.m. in the multipurpose
building at the Lodge. Dinner
will be at the participant's
expense in the lake Barkley
Lodge dining room beginning
at 6 p.m. There is no charge







A Little About The
kook Walton League
One of the nation's most
respected conservation
organizations, the IWLA was
founded in 1922 by 54 sport-
smen and outdoor writers.
Since much of their interest
was in maintaining and im-
proving sportfishing, the
citizens' group they founded
was named for the 17th cen-
tury angler and author, Izaak
Walton.
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
The first "Ikes" cam-
paigned vigorously to
preserve America's outdoor
heritage. In 1924, the League
became a leader in habitat
preservation with the
establishment of the 300,000-
acre Upper Mississippi River
Wildlife and Fish Refuge.
In 1925, the purchase of land
In Jackson Hole, Wyoming
saved a great elk herd from
starvation and helped
establish the ,now famous
National Elk Refuge.
The League also worked for
restoration of fish and wildlife
resource through
such laws as the Pittman-
Robertson Act of 1937,
whereby sportsmen directly
support the growth of wildlife
populations, the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act of
1946, and the Marine Mam-
mals Protection Act of 1972.
LAND PRESERVATION
Also in its early years the
League was instrumental in
the preservation of pristine
wilderness areas in northern
Minnesota which later
became the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area.
With its partner, the IWLA
Ednowment, the Izaak Walton
League has helped set aside




Through the years, a special
League emphasis has been on
water quality, beginning in
1927 when President Coolidge
requested theIWLA to conduct
the first nationwide water
pollution survey.
Recently, the League staff
wrote "A Citizen's Guide to
Clean Water," a popular
manual on the 1972 amend-
ments to the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act.
A BROAD COMMITMENT
The IWLA has also shown
great concern for our cities
and is working to help solve
the air, water and recreation
problems of urban area%
Today's many other
pressing environmental issues
including energy, land use and
solid waste reinforce the
IWIA's long standing com-
mitment to the improvement







Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
President, The National Wild
Turkey Federation.
Turkey Calling Demon-




Management of the Wild
Turkey - George Wright,
Kentucky Department Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
Current and Future Plans
for Wild Turkey Management
In Kentucky - Carl Kays or Joe
Bruna, Kentucky Department
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
Frankfort, Kentucky.
Tennessee's Wild Turkey
Restoration Program - Jack
Murrey, Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency
The Role of Sportsmen and
Landowners in Turkey





The National Wild Turkey
Federation.
A "Navy Top" Can Be An Important
Part Of A Pleasure Boat
One of the many pleasures
of boating is the anticipation
that accompanies shopping
for new boat. Among the many
possibilities in the equipment
field for your boat is a folding
Lop, or what some folks call a
"navy top." Made either of a
good grade of canvas or some
modern sheet plastic
resembling cloth in surface
texture, such an item is very
desirable for people who will
spend much time afloat.
When a hot gun is high in the
sky, a top provides welcome
and indeed valuable shade.
When it rains or becomes
chilly, a top will provide
equally welcome shelter. Yet
when not needed, it can be
folded down out of the way of
fishermen, water skiers or the
breeze that is created while
underway.
Assorted styles are
available. Some are short
while others are longer and
cover more than just the
forward seats. Some are made
to be attached to the top edge
of the windshield. Others are
made so they will stand up
independently of the wind-
shield. An advantage of the
latter, Aecording to outboard
boating experts, is that with
the top rigged to clear the
Movie, "Return of the Wild
Turkey" - The National Wild
Turkey Federation.
Additional information on
the program can be obtained
by contacting Land Between
The Lakes, TVA, Golden






Bob Lowe and Joe Pat Ward enjoying the great sport
of fishing. They were among the many local fishermen
who were out on the lakes last weekend.
Photo by K. Dean_
Almost everyone who went
crappie fishing last weekend
caught a nice mess of fish.
Gary Holtman and Randy
Lowe caught 50 crappie, while
Mike Goodman hauled in a
hefty stringer of 60. Bill Crook,
one of the early morning
coffee drinkers at Sammon's
Bakery, went to his favorite
watershed lake and caught a
^
good mess of ole speckled
bellies. Also, Danny Roberts
and I caught 84 crappie.
Most of the crappie were
caught by fishing minnows off
the ledges at depths ranging
from ten to eighteen feet.
Bass fishermen took ad-
vantage of the warm trend in







windshield by some inches, air
is able to flow over the win-
dshield into the passenger
area.
Some tops fold down inside
the windshield, others fold
ahead of and outside it. A top
that folds down inside has to
be narrower, and may not
keep as much sun or rain out
of the cockpit as a top that
folds down outside the win-
dshield and which is thus
wider. Others are rigged to
fold down across the aft end of
the cockpit. Sometimes metal
tracks, made for the purpose,
are installed on sjde decks to
enable a top to slide forward to
connect with the windshield,
and slide aft to fold down in
this out-of-the-way location.
Shop around, study
catalogs, and you will find just
the right folding top for your
boat and operating
requirements.
Larry Ryan shows a 6% pounder and a 4 pounder he
landed with a crawfish color little N down at Cypress
this last week end. It looks like the bass are hitting well
enough to get the fishermen out after the winter lull.
Photo Courtesy of1Jnde Jeff's Sporting Goods
the lakes. James Lewis
trekked down to Cypress Bay
last Saturday and got into
some fine bass fishing. Using
a crank bait, he caught 15 bass
up to three pounds. Then he
went back Sunday and caught
a 61/2 pound hogjaw from the
same area.
If the rain doesn't raise and
muddy the rivers too much,
we should be in for some great
fishing this spring. The lakes
had just cleared from the last
rainy spell and fishing success
was picking up. But we'll just
have to wait and see what the
latest rains bring.
During early season bass
fishing, small crank-type baits
such as the Little Scooper, Good luck and good fishing!
Wee R, Baby Balsa Bee, and
Baby Mud Bug will catch big
bass. Begin by casting beyond
your target and retrieving at
varying speeds until you catch
a fish. Experiment with lures.
of different sizes, types, and,
colors until you find a winning
combination.
Later in mid-April and
throughout May when bass
head for the shallows to
spawn, use spinner baits
which may also be retrieved
at varying speeds. You may "
again have to experiment with
lure size and color to catch
fish. Last spring the small
one-fourth to one-eighth ounce
spinner baits produced the
best results.
•
A happy fisherman shows a hefty stringer of crappie
taken last weekend from Barkley Lake.
Photo by K. Dean
Hou Of The 6•11fra Shimr 753_5693
Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner
*us Ent Hay 94
OPEN ALL WINTER
for your bait needs
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have mentioned that they plan
to hunt turkey this spring in L.
B. L. If it were any other type
of hunting with bow and
arrow, I would be.. over-joyed
because of the increased in-
terest in the sport. But with
the odds as high as they are
against the turkey hunter,
there is no room for a "the
more the merrier" attitude. In
fact, one turkey expert says
that if the hunters are inex-
perienced, there should be no
more than one per square
mile! Yup, you heard it, one
per square mile!
Now, if that last statement
is true, and it does sound
reasonable, would anyone
care to calculate the odds
against a turkey hunter being
able to have a successful hunt
in crowded conditions?
There is a way to keep a
bunch of people out of the
woods come turkey season.
Just don't tell anyone that you
plan to hunt turkeys. These
things have a way of
spreading.
You know how it goes. Old
Joe is going over to L. B. L the
first day ar the season and he
doesn't like to hunt alone, so
he calls Jim Bob and asks him
to go along. Good Ole Jim Bob
thinks it would be fun, but
doesn't think he can hunt
without his buddie Tom. Fact
is, before the day is over, the
whole gang has gone hunting.
Might work for doves, but it
won't work in the turkey
woods.
Now there is another
problem that often has the
beginning turkey hunter all
hung up. This problem has to
do with a device known as
"the turkey call." Most guys
know that they need one to call
up the spring gobbler, the
reason being, that in the
spring the gobblers are fully
engaged in the mating season.
The gobbler will come to any
one of several calls if they are
properly done.
There is little magic in-
volved in calling, but the
correct information is often
difficult to come by. Calling
simply involves practicing the
few necessary spring calls on
a call that you can handle.
Finding out about what calls
to use, and what they sound
like can be handled in a couple
of ways. One, you could kid-
nap Joe Pat Futrell or Ricky
Lowe and sweat the in-
formation out of them, or two,
you can buy a demonstration
record or tape. There is a
problem here, in that some of
the tapes or records aren't
very good because they fail to
tell about the subtle dif-
ferences between similar
sounding calls. So, you would
be sitting in the woods and
defeating your purpose with
the wrong call.
What kind of turkey cisii is
best? Many of the experts will
tell you that the box call is the
best call to start with. The box
call is very simple to operate
and call with. Practice is
required in order to master
this call or any other that you
might use.
Think of a turkey call as a
musical instrument, which it
really is. You know that you
can't pick up a tuba and play it
well in one sitting. The box
turkey call is no different.
Noise will come out of it at the
slightest touch, but the music
that will bring in that boss
gobbler only comes out after a
great deal of time has been put
in.
Box calls will do an ex-
cellent job when the turkey is
not really in close. When he
really gets close the box call
can't be used because the.
gobbler might spot the'
George Houdlike and Jim Lewis hold a stringer of bass ranging up to 3 pounds. The
duo reportedly caught the bass in Kentucky Lake last weekend using little Tubbys.
Payments in lieu of taxes for
the fiscal year 1975 related to
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes totaled $280 800 it was
announced by TVA officials
today. This figure is higher
than the total of payments for
fiscal year 1974. According to
Dr. Frank R. Holland,
manager of the 170,000-acre
recreation area in west
Kentucky and Tennessee, it
brings the cumulative total of
in-lieu-of-tax payments to the
three counties in which Land
Between The Lakes is located
to over one million dollars
since the project began in
1964.
"Lyon County," said
Holland, "received $115,030 in
lieu of taxes attributable to
Land Between The Lakes for
the _192S fiscal year-ended last
June 30. This is over four
times the arhount of former
annual county and school
taxes of $25,163 on those lands
in that county before
acquisition by TVA. The in-
lieu payment for Trigg County
attributable to Land Between
The Lakes came to $114,648, a
figure over three times the
former annual county and
school taxes of $32,307. In
Stewart County the in-lieu
payment of $51,122 was also
three times the amount of
former county taxes of $17,033
DON IlleCliIRE GRAYSON liteCLUIti
Tokio 91 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles pest Iorri Grocery Toka
bloc Woo into Panorama and fallow blacktop to your right
Telephone 502-436-5483
on the same Land Between
The Lakes land when it was on
the local tax roll."
In iadition to the payments
related to Land Between The
Lakes, Lyon County received
$14,294 last fiscal year on
account of other types of TVA
property; Trigg County
similarly got $23,789; while
Stewart County received
$31,422 in tax replacement for
TVA reservoir lands and
power property. The three
countries also receive sub-
stantial Federal funds for
impact school aid attributable
to the Land Between The
Lakes program.
The possible loss of tax
movement and be gone.
The same things holds true
for all of the turkey calls that
don't fit inside the mouth.
There will come a time when
you are working a gobbler
when you have to quit calling
for fear of alerting the bird to
your presence.
Only the mouth diaphram
call allows the hunter to work
the bird when he is in sight.
The hunter does not have to
move to use this type of call,
and that is most desireable,
especially if the hunter
happens to a bowhunter.
The inside-the-mouth call is
the most difficult to learn to
use. Some hunters could try
from here on out and never
master the dern thing. One
turnkey hunter told me that it
takes about two years to
master the inside-the-mouth
call. That seems like a long
time, but turkey hunters tend
to be a dedicated lot.
When you decide to buy a
call, don't mess around and
buy one that is of low quality.
Buy the best you can get. If a
box call is your choice, try to
get one that is made by Lynch
or Penn's Woods. Both
companies make calls that
will produce excellent turkey
calls because they are made of
fine woods. The wood do make
a difference!
If you can't find a quality
call close to home, order one
out. Remember, you get what
you pay for !.Many firms make
turkey calls, but only a few of
them make the quality call
that you want.
The turkey call market is an
e'er expanding one. There are
revenue had been of concern
to TVA and local officials
when the Land Between The
Lakes program began in 1964.
After study, TVA predicted
that the loss of property from
local tax rolls would be made
up through arrangements with
Kentucky and Tennessee state
officials involving
redistribution of payments in
lieu of taxes which the states
receive from TVA's electric
power program.
Dr. Holland explained that
TVA is not authorized to make
payments in lieu of taxes
directly to local governments
on account of Land Between
The Lakes property. However,
the TVA Act does provide for
sizable annual payments on
TVA power property and
operations. Most of the TVA
All. KINDS OF STUFF FOR TURKEYS: Here is an assort-
ment of items that might help get that old boss gobbler
come turkey season. The books pictured are "The Wild
Turkey and Its Management" from the WHdlife Society
and "Modern Turkey Hunting" by James F. Brady. Turkey
Call is the magazine of the National Wild Turkey
Federation. Also pictured are a Lynch box call (middle),
a o m Turpin Yelper (that's the long rascal), a plantation
type box call, an in-the-mouth diaphram call (lower
right), Harold Knight's superb tube type diaphram call
(on the magazine cover, made in Cadiz, Kentucky), and
an owl hooter from Olt. The eight-track tape is from
LeRoy Braungardt and may be the best there is!
hundreds of calls that can be
had, some are good and some
aren't. Keep your game as
simple as possible, buy a good
box call to start out and work
up to the more difficult types.
Take your time and do it
right!
Make use of a good recor-
ding of turkey calls to find out
what you are supposed to
- ---
payment, which is based upon





redistribute to their local units
of government substantial
shares of the payments the
respective states receive from
TVA..
"In addition to receiving in-
lieu-of-tax payments,"
Holland said, "the three
counties have been relieved of
public service responsibilities
and any need for direct local
government expenditures
within the Land Between The
Lakes area, thus allowing
these moneys to be used on
other needs as each county
sees fit."
sound like. Find a call that
suits you, and then practice
like your life depended on it!
Remember, don't tell your
buddies that you plan to hunt,
buy a good box call, find a
demonstration tape record or
tape, and practice, practice,
practice!
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
Set ya can't guess what is running through the mind of local bass fisherman Lyle Un-
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Sportsmen:
  Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Filkini Cara% ed Honig
Hostig & Rs* Limes
Astro Car Wash
Wash '100 Hot Wax
With Fill-up $ 1 cho
Free Vacuum
with Purchase





Noy floo femur Gab II barkitoetl melee yew MR &oleo of $41.95
Rob MO Live, 5 pair of socks or $$.95 feel
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
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Builders and Contractors —
Ward-Elkins gives you buys even lower than these Anniversary Prices with our Special Package Deals!!!
These Are Only A Few Of Our Many 22nd Anniversary Specials, All Are Priced To Please Your Budget, And




• GIANT 16-LB. CAPACITY
• 4 TEMP. CONTROL
• AUTO SOAK CYCLE





• GIANT 18-LB. CAPACITY
• FLOWING GENTLE HEAT
• CYCLE END SIGNAL





• Easy to Clean
• Full Width Storage Drawer




May we Thank You, our loyal customers, fl
making this 22 years possibla Today v
feel just as we did 22 years give if
Customer the best possible deal you cal
then bock it uR with the host in:service, or


















1. ie. Feb. 28
to be . '114:30 p. m.
• 5 Cycle Versatility
• Converts to Built-in
• Roll-Out Racks








Bay new at off Season
Prices. We will install
when yew are ready.
1FrigidairoVlindow








Nome Economist- Miss Jane Julien from King
chins • Memphis, Tenn., wills demonstrating
Thensioder Microwave Oven 14. 26-27 (Iltursdm
Friday) 10:00 a. a. - 4:00 p. a.
*She will visa mama any and a& alestialts Si Micro
Cooking







Be Sure To Stop Brit See
New Kitchen Displays
Festering lire Following Lines of Appliances:
•Smsim-lere Built-In Refrigenrters & Freezers
',Kitchen-Aid DW's-Compoctors-Disposers-Mixers
•••Thermador-eolit-in Ovens - Cook Tops- Micro Wave Oven
••••Caraing Smooth Top Ranges
•Atootsea - Mixers
.Scotsman lawmakers
• Okay Si Sinks
....Dear Convertible Cook Top & Gra
v•Tratiewind floods & Ventlietors - Can 0,01•1
." Gamble - Chopping Blocks
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22 years postiblet Today we
e did 22 years ago.— give the
best possibie deal you can,
IR with the beet in service, and










- Miss Jam sheik"' frost King kit.
iii, Tenn., vale doonsestrating the
restive Ovea lab. 16-27 (Thursday &
an. - 4:00 p.
mrwor soy mei el, mlestions is Microwere











*MIAs Cook Top & Ora
Roods & Ventliotore - Can °POINTS - Toast•rs
lapping Mocks
Once again!




















Most Powertul Color Tv You Can Buy!
PRICED AS 00
LOW AS . . .
Kitchen Cabinet & Vanities by:
Coppes-Plappance - In Oak, Maple & Cherry








• RCA XL-100, the reliability
of 100% solid state—no
chassis tubes to burn out.
• RCA Super AccuColor black
matrix picture tube for
sparkling bright, dramatically
detailed color with warm,
pleasing and natural flesh
tones.
• Automatic Fine Tuning
pinpoints and holds the
correct broadcast signal.
TUBES ARE OUT!
And with them go a major caws of tV
repairs. No chain* tubes $n RCA XL-100
sets.
RCA ACCUCOLOR
Bleck Matrix picture tube is RCA's finest
color picture ever tube!
Nqip.
What color TV do more
of these TV experts own')
TV leehnielene RSAmeek*





• Lighted channel indicators.'

















R INOOOR 'SPORTABLE''• 100% solid state chassis, for reliability and e Model AU192 (AC only)
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Pacers Down League-Leading
Nuggets 106-101 Last Night
By The Associated Press
Larry Brown had the feeling
he had been there before.
"This game was almost a
duplication of Thursday
night's game," the Denver
coach said.
It was-with one exception.
He lost.
Using similiar tactics that
powered Denver's victory
Thursday night, the Pacers
whipped the league-leading
Nuggets 106-101 in the
American Basketball
Association Friday night.
"We came back tonight like
Indiana came back last night,
but both teams withstood
rallies," Brown said.
Len Elmore tipped in a
missed shot by Dave Robisch
with 25 seconds left, triggering
the Pacers' victory.
"We really needed this
victory tonight," said Indiana
Coach Bobby Leonard. "Billy
Keller had been in a little
Pro Basketball
At A Glance




W L Pct. GB
Boston 37 17 .685 -
Buffalo 34 23 .596 41/2
Philphia 33 25 .576 6







33 24 .579 1/2
28 27 .509 51/2
26 31 456 81/2
N. Orleans 25 30 .455 81/2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee 24 35 .407 -
Detroit 22 33 .440 11/2
K.C. 21 36 .368 21/2
Chicago 18 38 .329 5
Pacific Divpsion
C.State 40 16 .714 -
LA. 29 29 .500 12
Seattle 29 29 .500 12
Phoenix 24 30 .444 15
Portland 24 33 .421 161/2
Friday's Results
Phoenix 103, New Orleans 102
Chicago 130, Portland 74
Detroit 102, Washington 87
Houston 110, Milwaukee 108
Boston 125, Los Angeles 113
Seattle 111, Philadelphia 92
Saturday's Games
Detroit at Buffalo
New Orleans at New York
Phoenix at Houston
Atlanta at Washington
Portland at Kansas City
Boston at Golden State
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Milwaukee, after-
noon
Los Angeles at Seattle, after-
noon
Houston at Cleveland
Atlanta at New Orleans
Philadelphia atGoldenSta te
ABA
W L Pct. GB
Denver 42 14 .750 -
New York 36 21 .632 61/2
San Anton 33 22 .600 81/2
Kentucky 31 27 .534 12
Indiana 30 30 .500 14
S. Louis 26 34 .43317
Virginia 10 47 .175 321/
...: Friday's Results
New York 106, Virginia 91
San Antonio 99, St. Louis 92
Iidiana 106, Denver 101
: Saturday's Games
Virginia at Indiana
Siln Antonio at Kentucky
:fp Sunday's Games
i
nver at New York, after-
ginia at San Antonio
ntucky at St. Louis
slump until Thursday night. I
think in the last two games
against Denver he is starting
to come out of it.
In the other ABA games, the
New York Nets walloped the
Virginia Squires 106-91 and the
San Antonio Spurs whipped
the Spirits of St. Louis 99-92.
The Pacers scored the last
eight points of the game to
claim their victory over
Denver. They were led by
guard Billy Keller's 29 points,
16 of those in the second half.
Elmore finished with 20 points
and Billy Knight added 17.
Nets 106, Squires 91
Julius Erving scored 36
points as New York ran up a
14-point halftime lead and
coasted past Virginia.
Spurs 49, Spirits 92
James Silas threw in 30
points to lead San Antonio past
the Spirits of St. Louis.
High School
Cage Scores
Ripley, Stones Set New World Records Despite ldiosyncracies
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - Dan
Ripley admits his pole
vaulting style is somewhat
"crazy," and Dwight Stones
obviously is nothing but a
"flop" as a high jumper.
But despite their idiosyn-
crasies, they set world records
in their specialties Friday
night at the U.S. Olympic
invitational Track Meet in
Madison Square Garden.
The unbelievable Ripley,
awed at his amazing ac-
complishments over the past
year, which have included
breaking the indoor amateur
pole vault mark four times,
regained the record, clearing
18 feet, 3% inches.
The confident Stones,
usually unawed by anything
be --accomplishes, surprised
even himself, lifting his indoor
high jump record to 741/2.
The 22-year-old Ripley,
formerly of San Jose State
University and now an
assistant track coach and
substitute physical education
teacher at Cypress Junior
College in California, bettered
the indoor amateur record of




Ripley as having "perfect
( vaulting) form; not like me,
I'm all over the
place"-finished second this
time at 17-10, missing three
times at 18-4.
The slender Ripley thought
he had cleared 18-4 on his
record ault, because that was
the annouriced height of the
bar before he began his ap-
proach. But it was
remeasured after the bar
sagged slightly in the middle
and fluttered when he went
over it.
"It was a shocker to do it
tonight," confessed Ripley,
who had burst out of obscurity
last year with a record vaug of
18-1. "I never expected iT. I
thought the Pole would do it,
not me. I didn't have good
penetration ( on the record
jump), but I felt good when I
went up on the height."
Asked about his admitted
"crazy" form, he said: "It's
not that crazy, it's not so far
off that I'm that bad."
It was the sixth time he had
cleared 18 feet this year,
including record jumps of 18-
1/4 and 18-21,4 early in the
season. After Ripley broke his
own record twice, Poland's
Tadeusz Slusarski, raised the
mark to 18-3 before
Kozakiewice upstaged his
countryman. The world indoor
record is 18-5 by Steve Smith,
a Pro, and the world outdoor
mark is 18-61/2 by amateur
Dave Roberts.
Like Ripley, the lanky
Slimes, now attending Long
Beach State University, ex-
pressed surprise that he had
surpassed his previous indoor
record of 7-5%, set at the
Olympic meet a year ago.
"There's no way I should
have done this," said the 1972
Olympic Games bronze
medalist, who has brought the
high jump into worldwide
prominence with his flop style
of going over the bar. "I
haven't been doing any speed
work in practice. And speed
work is what produces per-
formances like this."
Other winners included
Francie Larrieu of the PCC in
the women's 1,500; Phil Kane
of Villanova University in the
men's 1,500; Lt. Tom Hill in
the 55-meter hurdles; Mark
Belger of Villanova in the
1,000, and Ron Martin of the
D.C. Striders in the 3,000.
By The Associated Press
Friday's Boys Games
Edrnonson Co. 82, Jeff.
Bishop David 69
Thomas Jefferson 70, Jeff.
Central 67
Breathitt Co. 75, Powell Co.
54
Elizabethtown 86, Hart Co.
63
Lynch 47, Everts 42
Ohio Co. 64, Breckinridge
Co. 51




Trigg Co. 78, Providence 62
ShopvWe 71, Pine Knot 49
Carlisle Co. 78, Heath 77
Wingo 106, Farmington 71
Mayfield 45, Hickman Co. 40
Lowes 103, Sedalia 87





Fancy Farm 75, Fulton 66
Fulton Co. 91, Crittenden Co.
52




Elliott Co. 83, Millard 58
Meade Co. 74, LaRue Co. 65
Caverna 79, Warren Central
72
Green Co. 70, Glasgow 63
Bardstown 74, Adair Co. 51
North Bullitt 62, Western
Anderson 46
Taylorsville 83, Nelson Co.
76
Cordia 60, Fleming-Neon 58
Muhlenberg Central 54,
South Hopkins 52
Jeff. Ahrens 71, Taylor Co.
68
Bowling Green 77, Jeff.
Stuart 54
Jeff. Moore 94, Jeff. Durrett
88
Jeff. Shawn& 65, Jeff.
Trinity 54
Grayson Co. 93, East Hardin
64
Heritage Christian, Ind. 62,
Portland Christian 61
Jeff. Fern Creek 75, Jeff.
Valley 65
Jeff. St. Xavier 59, Jef-
ferson town 42
Bell Co. 76, Cawood 60
Friday's Girls Games
Jeff. Fairdale 62, Jeff.
Waggener 36
Deming 59, Tollesboro 21
Jeff. Iroquois
STARTS MONDAY 3 DAY SALE I
SUPER 'SELECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES
PREPINVEKToFtv
TemenOutis Savings on Brand New Spring '76 Fashion Fabrics'
WE'D MUCH RATHER SELL IT THEN COUNT IT!'!
REGULAR 390 TO $1.49 YD. "CONSO"
DECORATOR TRIM
• OS* I tads hose W Stock
• Ciscosiessil Weirs*
• Warstst Few Trios
• Com Ea* hw bait sslacissa. 19
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF REG. $1.29 TO $1.99 YD.
DRAPERY SHEERS
• Ian POMO: Mar
• *S" is 411- side, Fa Wits
• Wis. Off Mils asill mood Caen
• tilicliss sionsis, Mann Dry
To.
ON BOLTS WOULD SELL FOR stoo YD.
60" POLYESTER
GABARDINE
• W' wrido, 111% Pon/arts
• 2 to IS yd. Oros Lenoir'
• NI sew Spring Colon
• Coss Early for
COMPARE THIS ATS.3.00 A YARD!
BEGGARS CLOTH
• 11111% Cists• Molls O.
• NS Wis. 4I' ,.è
• kid SWUM WOO(
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SAVE 890 ON EVERY YARD!
OUR REGULAR $1.88 YARD
PRINTED
DENIM
• Mobil Flaireo1 Strips Weis
• sr sink Fa bolts
• Nikon RipIrt Donis Strips
• llobolkistio Low Prior
COMPARE THIS AT $2.00 A YARD!
TIE-DYE KRINKLE CLOTH
• MS &NSW Fli bstis
• Ti.- Else Krialds Irsecsk
• Mist talon
• Nora Song wean noon 44
YD
REG. $2.99 TO $4.99 YD.
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
• Full Mt, sr is 12" ti
• 
do
•SIotti-C4Funsli C.111"fds lantstrsilmh411111: J•••••1""•• is.1-1j.s'













204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9 - 5 (M - Th)
g - 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
1...00tolottool













































sbpri MOVE _ Bah wader (33) of ttio Tigers drivis to tlio
badge and stores two points is he twists posts Tine Allred
(4S1 of tko Neagh Riders.
401 Ohi























BACKDOOR SPECIALIST—Lindsey Hudspeth (32) of Murray Nigh goes backdoor on this play
as he picks up two of 20 points. The Tigers defeated the Rough Riders 66-59 for their second win




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Cary Miller has a secret
weapon. It's called the press
and it worked nothing short of
miracles Friday night at
Symsonia as Murray High
whipped their hosts 66-59.
Early in the season, Sym-
sonia was 10-0 and considered
as the top team in the First
Region. Then they met the
Tigers and the Rough Riders
lost their first game of the
season.
Symsonia was more than
fired up for the game. And so
was the capacity crowd. But
the bleacher bums from
Murray High were there and
so was "The Skate," junior
guard Raymond Sims.
Behind the nearly-
unbelievable play of Sims, the
Tigers went on a 22-0 scoring
surge and turned the game
around in the third period.
The press killed them,"
Miller said.
"Don't print what kind of
press it was. We don't want
anybody to know about that.
We've been saving it all
season and we just got in a
position where we beel•to use
it," the Tiger coach added.
Symsonia had 12 turnovers
in the third quarter. The main
reason was the play of guards
Richie Richardson and Sims.
All Breezes To Fifth Round
Victot•y Over Coopman Friday
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
SAN JUAN, P. R. (AP) —
The only thing that bothered
Muhammad Ali in Puerto Rico
was a cold. Jean-Pierre
Coopman turned out to be
ndthing more than a million-
dollar baby for the champion.
In fact, Ali reached around
the Belgian challenger in the
first round Friday night and
spanked him with an open
glove. .
Then four rounds later, All
concluded the $1.1 million
venture that brought him
here, crashing a series of
punches off Coopman's head
that left him in a heap in his
corner, a knockout victim at
2:46 of the fifth round.
Ali, who hardly broke a
sweat in one of the easiest
paydays of his Career, said
that Jimmy Young would be
his next opponent and then
Ken Norton.
Don King, who has
promoted Ali's last six fights,
wants to put Young in against
Ali on April 23 in Costa Rica in
a bout which would be shown
on home television in the
United States as the Coopman
match was.
Young pounded out an easy
10-round decision over Joe
"King" Roman at the Roberto
Clemente Coliseum prior to
Ali's fight.
"He's a pretty good fighter,
but he has no hitting power",
All said of Young, who is from
Philadelphia.
As for Coopman, the 29-
yearold sculptor of religious
statues not only didn't hit with
power, he hardly hit at all. .
"It may not look like it, but
it was a tough fight." said All.
If it was tough for All, it was
downright brutal for Coop-
man, who had his features
reshaped by darting left jabs
and crisp rights.
All did what he pleased,
sometimes moving and
sticking, sometimes leaning
back on the ropes, other times
going flatfooted and firing
combinations.
The champion, who had a
five-inch reach advantage
and, at 226 a 20-pound weight
pull over Coopman, spent
most of the fifth round circling
and peppering the challenger
with jabs.
Then All drew a roar from
the crowd which jammed the
12,000—seat arena as he came
down off his toes to fire a
series of head shots that cut
Coopman over his left eye and
dropped him in his corner to
be counted out by referee
Ismael Quinones Falu.
"I felt like 500 pounds were
falling on me and I fell down,"
Coopman, who speaks only
Flemish, said through an
interpreter.
"Ali's winning flurry was
accentuated by three right
hands. The first clubbed
Coopman's forehead, the
second landed on his left cheek
and the third crashed against
his left jaw, making Coopman
Ali's 50th victim.
When the fight was formally







For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity.
If the wiring system isn't big enough to carry your home's full elec-
trical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of
inadequate wiring are—TV picture shrinks, lights dim, appliances
heat slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your home
has any of these symptions, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soon as possible. Usually,





Coopman, nicknamed the Lion
of Flanders, would be known
as the Pussycat of Flanders.
But after Coopman suc-
cumbed with barely A
whimper, Ali was full of praise
for him.
- -"He was hard to hit. He-is a
scientific defensive fighter,"
Ali said at the post-fight news
conference while Coopman sat
next to him, his left eye
beginning to blacken.
"He's a gentleman.. .he
smiled at me every day," said
Ali. "I'm glad he's not hurt."
'NINE ACRES' OF BOATS
NEW YORK (AP) — The
66th National Boat Show at
New York's Coliseum is being
advertised as filling nine acres
of "dry water." The dates for
the four-floor exhibit are Jan.
10-16.
A red, white and blue See
America extravaganza will be
featured on the fourth floor of
the building at Columbus
Circle. One of the features will
be the continuous showing of
the film "Operation Sail."
To say the least, the Murray
defense was intimidating.
The Rough Riders led 31-28
at intermission and were
coasting along with a 37-28
lead with 5:37 left in the
contest when junior forward
Lindsey Hudspeth scored on a
fastbreak.
Then came the fun as the
press went on and the Rough
Riders got ironed:
Hudspeth hit a 15-footer,
followed it up with two fast-
break layups, Sims followed
with a layup on a beautiful
pass from Bob Wilder, Hud-
speth hit another fastbreak
layup, Sims a layup, Sims a 12-
footer, Richardson a layup,
Sims a "wheeling" layup and
it was 50-37 in favor of the
Tigers with .7:47 left in the
game.
The 6:12 scoring drought for
the Rough Riders ended at the
7:41 mark when Mark
McMannus hit two free throws
to cut the Murray lead toll.
Midway through the final
period, Miller called the press
off and Symsonia managed tb
cut the Tiger margin down to
four points late in the game.
But a layup by senior David
Frank took the lead back up to
six at the 1:38 mark of the
game and Sims went into a
"Frank Streety ballhandling
act" in the final minute and
the Rough Riders had no hope
left.
"Wilder got in foul trouble
late in the game and Sims has
been sick for the past couple of
days and we just got a little
tired and took off the press,"
Miller said.
"We were hoping we could
force them to take some
outside shots. Wilder and
Frank Gilliam did a good job
in the back on the press and
we forced Symsonia into
throwing the ball away.
"Lindsey did a fantastic job
in controlling the middle in the
press," Miller added.
Hudspeth did a fantastic job
in everything else too. He
finished with 20 points in a
brilliant display of speed and
jumping ability. Sims led the
Tigers as he fired in 21 points
and did everything with the
exception of writing his name
on the ball.
Wilder had only six points
but even at that, had one of his
best games of the season as he
was an animal on the boards
and the press.
Junior guard Bret Harcourt,
who fouled out early in the
third period, also had an
outstanding game on both
ends of the floor and he
Finished with six points.
It was Harcourt's brother,
Kentucky Wildcats Now Playing




team has gone from Wildcats
to mild cats in the space of one
year.
Last season, they were
playing for the national
championship. This season,
all they've got left to play for
is "personal pride," according
to Coach Joe Hall.
"We've got 'to take each
game as a competitive test
and be ready to perform our
best regardless of what the
rewards are," said Hall as his
team prepared to meet
Florida in an inconsequential
Southeastern Conference
game Saturday night.
-We haven't got one starter
from last year's squad. It
hasn't been fun."
- Graduation and injury have
bean the bane of the onetime
great Kentucky team that lost
to UCLA in the NCAA finals
last March in San Diego.
Hurt by the departure of
such stars as Kevin Grevey
and Jimmy Dan Connors,
Kentucky's rebounding year
got a further jolt when center
Ricky Robey was hurt earlier
this season. The result has
been a 10-10 record so far this
season, including a 5-7 mark
that has knocked the Wildcats
clear out of the SEC race.
It's a unique position for
Kentucky. Historically, the
Wildcats have dominated the
Southeastern Conference and
hold four national cham-
piolaships.-- all under the
venerable Adolph Rupp. Since
1933, Kentucky has won 28
SEC titles and been in the
NCAA playoffs a record 22
times.
The off-year could be an
omen of good things, though.
Two years ago, when Hall
replaced the ultra-successful
Rupp, his team posted a
lackluster 13-13 record. But he
followed that with last year's
NCAA finalists.
When a reporter suggested
that history will repeat, Hall
offered: "Setting me up for
another good year? I hope
you're right."
In Friday night's action,.
Gilbert Myles scored at the
buzzer from 20 feet out
following an almost five-
minute stall to lead Arizona to
a 67-65 victory over New
Mexico in overtime; .Arraopd
Hill scored 18 points to lead
four players in double figures
as Princeton beat Dartmouth




(AP) — One of the "sweetest"
victories for Del Carroll in his
career as a trainer came in No-
vember's $150,000 Heritage
Stakes at Keystone outside
Philadelphia. The victory for
Frank Cullerton's All The More
marked the third Heritage win
for Carroll in four efforts.
The win in the one mile and a
sixteenth test for 2.-year-olds
was achieved over runnerup
and favorite What-
syourpleasure. All The More,
purchased for $11,006 by Carroll
on behalf of Hinsdale, Ill., auto
dealer Cullerton, won $90,000 by
taking the 1975 Heritage.
mssigg_gmenefil Crooks (15) of Svaisenia is trogle-teensod as Andres Perry (24) Rob Wilder




trigger Penn past Harvard 80-
75; Cornell pulled away from a
two-point lead with five
straight points and went on to
beat Yale 68-59 and Brian
Saunders capped a dramatic
Brown comeback with a 25-
foot jumper with four seconds
remaining to give the Bruins a
72-70 decision over Columbia.
Ed, who perhaps set the temp
for the night.
Harcourt fired in a 43-footer
at the buzzer to send the
preliminary contest into an
overtime. But the Tigers, who
were behind for most of the
game, dropped a 54-41 contest
to the Rough Riders' fine
jayvee team.
Forward Kenneth Crooks
finished with 22 points to pace
the Rough Riders in the
varsity contest. Nobody else
reached double digits. Tim
Allred, perhaps the best
sophomore in the Region, was
held to only eight points.
Symsonia, which has now
lost six of its last eight games
by a total of 17 points, falls to
15-8 for the season.
The Tigers, now 13-5 and
winnes in their last 11 of 12,
will close the regular season
next Friday at home against a















































THE SKATE HITS AGAIN —Itirfineed "TM* Skate" Sims goes
on in for two of his 21 points. Sims ass ow of the keys in the
Tigers' win as his fantastic defense helped Murray to roe off
s string of 22 consecutive points.
Stott Photos by 11116 Iltemion
I you mow 1/2 acre or more..
'44 -
0.
YOU'RE A BIG TRACTOR MAN!
Why compromise with an underpowered make-do? Mow 34 to 48 inches at a pass—sail throughlong grass at over an acre-an-hour clip! Casecompacts are built like the big ones — with thesame engineering, performance, dependabilityand service as big Case farm and constructiontractors.
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North Cheerleaders,Boys And
Girls Winners In Tournament
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
When the sun shines bright
on North Calloway County, it
shines on all of North
Calloway County. Even
though it was raining last
night, the light was bright and
the night was right for the
North Calloway County girls'
and boys' basketball teams
and their cheerleaders.
Each group won first place
in the County Junior High
Basketball Tournament.
The North girls turned the
tables on the favored East
team to pull out a 27-33
championship victory.
Without a doubt the most
exciting game of the tourney,
the North girls trailed the first
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Invent
3 P ronoun1 Paine 4 DoneW1t.withall 5 Smok• and11 Visions
13 Outcast logPlanet
14 Faree Is- 7 Bitter vetchlands wh 8 Three-toed
wind sloth
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Duty by Daltad ratan.* " 2-24
three quarters of the game.
Mary Wagoner and Penny
Overby combined for all of
East's first quarter points as
they led 7-5.
During the second period, it
looked as though East was on
their way to a relatively easy
win as they outscored the
North squad 10-6.
With the score 17-11 at the
half, North Coach Johnny
Gingles must have said some
encouraging words to some
discouraged girls.
The North squad came out
for the third quarter and
'patiently waited for the op-
portunity to strike.
East began to stall the ball
with four minutes remaining
in the third period.
Behind excellent defensive
play, North stole 'he ball twice
and converted both times for
scores. All of a sudden, North
was back in business, trailing
by only two, 17-15.
North's Tammy
Frankhouser was fouled on
their next possession and
converted on two free throws
to tie it up at 17-17 with 40
seconds left in the third
period.
The third period finally
ended with East barely on top,
19-18.
Frankhouser converted on
two more free throws early in
the fourth quarter to pull
North ahead for the first time
20-19, and North never looked
back.
Beth Yancy scored on a field
goal and two charity tosses to
ice the game.
Yancy led the North squad
with eight points while
Frankhouser added seven.
Mary Wagoner had a game-
high 13 points while Monty
Wilson added four for East.
The North boys couldn't be
outdone by the girls as they
came roaring back in the
second half to blast Southwest%
48-26.
Both teams had a defensive
scramble in the first quarter
as it ended in a 7-7 tie.
Early in the second period,
the powerful ,North squad
began to pull away.
Both teams had trouble with
the basket as the ball would go
half-way in and come back out
more times than not.
But the North squad had
fewer come out than the
Southwest team as they led 21-
17 at the half.
Terry Paschall, pumping in
six of his game-high 12 points
in the third quarter, led North
in a drive that outscored lhe
Southwest team 12-2 in the
third period.
Keith Edwards, Roger Scott
and Paschall combined to
defensively set a brick wall
under the Southwest basket as
North continued to dominate
the rest of the game.
Along with Paschall's 12
points, Scott contributed ten
while Edwards added nine for
North.
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Don Rogers led Southwest
with ten points and Richard
Smotherland had nine.
North overpowered South-
west in the rebounding
department 31-17.
The North boys ended their
season with a 12-2 overall
record. The North girls had a
perfect 10-0 record.
Girls
East 7 10 2 4-23-'
North 5 6 7 9-27
East (23) — Wilson 4,
Overby 3. Wagoner 13, Barnett
2, Green 1, and Tucker.
North (27) — Todd 4, Willie
5, Yancy 8, Boggess 2, Tabors
1, Frankhouser 7 and Bynum.
Boys
Southwest 7 10 2 7-26
North 7 14 12 15-48
Southwest ( 26) — Barser 3,
Buttenvorth 2, Rogers 10,
Smotherman 9, Williams 2 and
Overby. •
North ( 48) — Edwards 9,
Furr 7, Greer 6, Lamb 4,
Paschall 12, Scott 10.
Amy Alcott Takes
Sarasota Lead
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) —
Amy Alcott, seeking a Ladies
Professional Golf Association
victory on her birthday for the
second straight year, has
gained a narrow advantage
after 18 holes of a $60,000
tournament here.
She finished with five
straight birdies Friday for a 68
and a one-shot lead over seven
golfers, with six others
another shot behind.
Miss Alcott, who will be 20
on Sunday, celebrated her 19th
birthday last Feb. 72 by
capturing the $5,000 top prize
at St. Petersburg.
At 60 on the 6,115-yard Bent
Tree Golf and Country Club
course were Sandra Palmer,
Kathy Whitworth, Sandra
Post, Pat Bradley, Sally
Little, Pam Higins and Suzie
McAllister.
At 70 were Carol Mann,
Judy Rankin, Betty Burfeindt,
Sue Roberts, Bonnie Bryant
and Hollis Stacy.
WE RAVE CUR CRANGE BOWL, OUR ROSE E3OWL, OUR SUGAR









FOR ALL YOUR Watkins
Products, see or call Mr.























now associated with Bill
Riley at the downtown
















is now operating Hazel
Coin Laundry with
plenty of room and
machines, also Ann's





Parkhill in charge, visit
him and see his unique
antique furniture and
small items, etc.
WE LOOK into your
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Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. ot
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Wert
Dluic Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 7534341.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Mrs.
Claire Engh would like
to thank the Murray-
Calloway County
Hospital, the doctors
and the cardiac unit, for
their help.
WE WISH TO EXPRESS
our heartfelt thanks for
every act of kindness.
Cards, food sent and
flowers received from
our friends and relatives
during the death of our
brother Eurie Thom-
pson. A special thanks to
Bro. Connie Wyatt, Bro.
John Dale, the
pallbearers. Also thanks
to the Faxon friends who









help with yard work
Call 753-1976.
RETAIL STORE help
needed due to ex-
pansion. Permanent
employment, send







hours. Apply in person












TWO GIRLS for part time























pers looking for speclehy
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missiele per yea. Meet he
ale to travel extensively
end awe a gsed ar. Mat
drive te Change for ewe
week soarI Mae if.
fits s.d sae week I ths
field train. Call Mr.
liffilsoms, tel free fa ad-
&lama infareentien sad
persona interviewUt (ISO)
421.1914, at Mos* On
Miley beanies 9 e. a. and
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6 II,i.f Buildmo
BUY THE best for less.







0984. Our prices will
increase 5 per cent ef-
fective March 1st.
10 BL (;
liquor store for sale in
Fulton, Ky. Good op-




Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5p.
m., (502) 826-5822.








































You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-






P. 0. Box 30310
Memphis, Tenn. 38130
An equal appertains an-
thaivr.
12 Insurance







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14. Want To Buy
WANTED: Smith and
Wesson model 29, 44
magnum. Call 753-8227
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
15 Artic,p S3le
ALL USED, bath fixares,
doors, storm doors, gas




ONE RED CARPET, tor
sale. $25.00. 9 x 12, good
condition. Call 753-9651.
85 205 MM F-3.5 Zoom
lens Pentax type mount
with case and filter. Call
after 6:00753-7244.
FIREWOOD for sale by




model 51081 - $229.96.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
LIRE NEW, modern hi-lo
hosptial bed, full length




FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining










chain saws. Your choice
L 4 " or ;II" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"




save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big








USED LUMBER for sale.
2x4's and 2x6's, and oak
boxing. Can be seen at
1:00p. m. at 311N. 7th.
SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with 1%" 0. D. top
rail I%" 0. D. line post,
and tie wires, $1.311 cents ;
per ft. Limited to;
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12%16'. For
all your Jencjng needs




sofa for sale. See at 1110
Sycamore St. Call 753-
7573.








and Service, 500 Maple
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7an be seen at
. a1311 N. 7th.
GO" chain link
lib" 0. D. top








sale See at 1110
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If Results You Want-Its (MSc OM You Need
19 Fa,in Equ omen'
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectarnatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.











Call 753-5000 or 753-6595.
ONE D-14 Allis Chalmer,
three 14" plows, A-1
shape. One tractor post
hole digger. Call Far-
mington. 345-2343.
NI FORD TRACTOR, 2
row planter with 3 point





Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
20. Sports Equipment
8' POOL TABLE with
accessories. 100 Watt CB
Linear. Call 753-5923.
151/2' WINNER COBRA.
80 h. p. Johnson motor.











150 h. p. Mercury built-








maple neck. New flat
wound string-sKustom
200 No. 4 head with 3 15"
bass speakers. Padded
on casters with handles.
Call 753-8161 after 6 or




payment on piano or











items at 9:00 a. m.
Friday. 1515 Clayshire.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent con-
di ton. Call 753-0870.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
26
RCA STEREO in small
maple cabinet. $50.00.
Call 753-0786.
.)7 Mobile Home Sales
1971 HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included.







before 5, 753-0206 or 753-
7699 after 5.
1968 MODEL MOBILE




TRAILER and lot in
Haywood Vista. $2,000.
Call 489-2837.
12x 52 MELODY mobile.
home. Good condition.
Phone before 5, 753-6891,
after 5,753-9446.
1971 HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included.
$5,000.00 or take over
payments, under
$100.00. Phone 753-0994.
MOBILE HOME Atlan; ic
12 x 60, two bedroom,
washer, dryer, central





all electric $55.00 month.
Call 489-2595.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales,, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1973 06 FT. Fleetwood
double wide, 3 bedroom,
2 baths, central gas







16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home central heat and



















heat and air, middle age
couple, no children, no
pets, have references.
Call 753-4080 anytime.
1971 MG Midget - Convertible - low
mileage, get ready for sping in this
one. $2100.00
1971 Pontine L•Mans - extra clean car,
low mileage. $1900.00
1970 Ford F100 Pick-Up, long wheelbase,
straight shift. $1600.00
1970 Ford F100 Pick-up, short wheelbase,
cyl. 51600.00
1969 GMC Van - ready to customize -
$1250.00
Be sure to stop by Jim Fain Motors and
see all of our other new and used cars
and trucks. And, if you're ready for a
new car, but don't want to buy, be sure












MSU Student and wife
looking for house in
country. Willing to
provide good referen-
ces, deposit and repairs
if needed. Call 753-9293.
SMALL HOUSE IN
country within Smiles of












ment, electric heat, near
court house, grocery,
churches. Prefer middle
aged lady. No children
or pets. Call 753-1299.
NEATLY FURNISHED
apartment, carpeted,
and air condition. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT near University
for 1, 2 or 4 persons.
$50.00 month. Call 753-
7575 or 753-0669.
FURNISHED APART-









paid: Central neat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8688.





week or by month. 220.00
per week. Call 753-3634.
34 H^i.. Reg'
TWO BEDROOM at 307







12 - 50 LB. PIGS and hay.
1200 lb. rolls. Call 436-
2149.
itr414,4; • h• 2..a.
.3"
BEAUTIFUL DAPPLE
grey mare. Nine years
old. Safe for children or





blonde, male, 8 weeks
old, shots. $60.00. Call
753-5605.
FREE TO GOOD HOME
small male mixed breed
puppy. About 6 months










North to 783 South which




ARE YOU in nee4 of an
auto repair or clan up
shop? Do you n4ed a
house? Would you'iJce a
10 acre farm? You can
have all three with our
property located only 6
miles south of Murray
on Ky. 121. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray




Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers








located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
VERY ATTRACTIVE
brick home in a good
area of Murray, 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
den, . formal dining
room, built-1n ap-
pliance.% _Central gas
and central air con-
ditioning, price is only
$34,900. To see call
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
GREAT POTENTIAL on
this business which has
ideal location, only
operating grocery in its
area. For further details
call 753-8080, Body-
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th.
BY OWNER, shady lake
lot, large, lakeview,
located in Irvin Cobb
Subdivision. Phone 753-
7292.
48 ACRES OF 
aurrom11111111110







fireplace, with gas heat,
Remodeled inside.
Reduced from $14,500 to
$13,500. Located at 1708
Calloway. Call 753-0675.
THREE BEDROOM
brick and cypress, full
bath, shag carpet,
carport. 100 x 215 foot
lot. Five miles on 94
east. Call 753-3938.
MOVING MUST sell 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unqiue
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. 131,800.







scaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three






heat and air, good closet





spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home with
many extras at 1302
Kirkwood. Call 753-0846.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big




in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1": bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet




FIVE ROOM HOME 1L2
acres, large garden fruit
trees. Three car garage,
new storm cellar.




A brise• but recipes ivies, spilt
*yet 41.11... Wee in Sher-
weed Forrest, KAM gentle
silt electric Seers, bees brick
fireplace he See feady resift.
Caporal spes has sod morel
feral dleise roes old two fel
limbs s• extra kris let wins
trees.
Csorferieble, 2 bedroom brick,
tire car attecited gunspos, betb
se ewe sae. Thew eel *Ter
iscleiled. Located ea bloater
teed is toasty. Tie can't lies
MI price $12,14111.011.
lest Acted, • lovely Is....
tee imps lots, a ••• of
Morrity's finest !smithies
professieselly Woiscoped, truly
tries sad wilf10111, rasps,
refrigerator, wosher, dryer,
dlehweeher, cameral list sad
ear, tiersepooe windows, lame
&opiate. This bow bee lest












LARGE 10 room house
newly decorated,
central heat, priced in




electric brick home. 31/2
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 753-
0840.
lost hai• emseeedeee 3

















running bike. In good






Rode very little, also
two 8" uni-lug Cragar
mags with new x60 tires.
Call 753-8721 after 5 p.
m.
1973 HONDA 3SOSL. Good
Conditon. Call 753-5702.
1973 YAMAHA 100 LTMX.





Hicks or call 753-8288





1974 RED white and blue,
...international_ 'pickup.
Four wheel drive, 20,000
miles, fiberglass
camper, good condition.
Call 492-8104 from 9 a.
m. to 9 p. m.






yq & T ric
FOR SALE 1963 Inter-
national dump truck.
Looks good and runs
good. Located in Paris,
Tenn. Price $1,500 or
best offer. Call collect:
1-901-642-7847 or after
6:00 p. m. 1-901-642-7644.
1964 FORD 580 Gahtxle.
Sharp. Price 9500. Call
753-6069, between 8 a. m.
and 2 p. m.
1972 PLYMOUTH, 4 door
sedan. $1,100. 1966




condition. $850. Call 753-
5577.
1971 VW, FASTBACK or
1965 Ford with power
and air. Both good
condition. Call 753-1874.
1970 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 753-
1211.
1974 CADILLAC Coup De
Ville, loaded, white with
red leather interior.
Must sell. Call days 474-
2211 or 474-8842 nights.
1974 VEGA STATION
wagon, factory air, GT
equipment. Extra
sharp. $2.095.00. Call
753-2424 8 a. m. to 5 p.
m., 753-5747 nights and
weekends.




1972 DODGE PICKUP /1
ton automatic, 1973
Plymouth Duster, both
in good condition. Call
492-8868.
1966 LE SABRE Buick. 2
door hardtop. Call 753-
7143.
1974 CAMARO Z28 Type
LT. Air, power steering









Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753.-
9710.
1971 GREEN 4 door
Lincoln Continental,





brakes, 2 dr. hardtop









pickup with air, power
steering and brakes.
Call from 9-5, Monday-
Friday at 753-7881 or
after hours 753-5913.
1969 MERCURY 1974 IMPALA, good




with black vinyl 'top,1971 GRAND PRIX.,




good tires, good con-
dition. Call 753-0957 after
4.
1966 TWO TON Chevrolet
truck. see at Murray
Luniber Company, or
call 753-3161.
49 Used Car. 6, os
1974 VW. Call after 5, 753-
8360.
NEW 1975 CHEVROLET
2 ton truck, by owner,
never licensed. Call 753-
4652 before 5 p. m., 753-





1971 Ford sport custom.
1968 Ford LTD, good
condition. Call 474-2337.
1968 CAMARO vinyl top,
factory air, automatic,
radio, power steering,
307 V-8, 15" factory





Tom's Vinyl Repair, 489-
2752.
QUALITY USED cam-
pers for sale. Call 753-
0605.
51 '1err'1.1 .., 0*'•
MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations, furniture








INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WE'LL DONATE $2.00 to
save your carpet. Take













Gems free We Peet Office
437-4206
Portraits,ill pisetograpks
teetered ill color sr black






Call 753-4124, South 4th




for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All





home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.









efficient service. No job






















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




in vicinity of 121 South
and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock, and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
54 f'-
FREE TWO 4 month old
kittens, one black and
white, other is grey.
Were abondoned and
desperately need good
homes. Call either 753-
7374 or 753-7170
MARBLE
Don't let the Bathroom make your house





Wi :I I 'I.
The Gibson Comte Polled iktreferd Me, Inc. 
6thArmed Soo
Gibson Comity Fairgroweds Sal. Poeilhon
Heated Sale Arena
Trenton, Tssesessee
Saturday, Feb. nth, 1976 12:30 p.m.
Wing 59 Lets: 24 11,11s-35 Females
and cows with calves at side
$25.00 Attendance Prize
For Information contact: MM Sales Sweic•
M.S. "kb" Mitchel, Sal. Menem
It, 1, Trenton, Teen. 38332. Ply. 901-784-
1369
Auctioneer: W.W. O'Brien, Helper, Ka-
Food will be available at fairgrounds
I
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Rollie Pace, age 75, Hardin,
died at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was a member of Union
Hill Church of Christ.
Mr. Pace is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ella Pace of Hardin
and several nieces and
nephews.
Services will be conducted
Sunday at Collier Funeral
Chapel, Benton, with John
Hicks and Kenneth Hoover
officiating. Burial will be in
Starks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
residence in Hardin and at the





Robert A. Hamilton, Jr., of
St. Louis, Mo., brother of Mrs.
Hub ( Mildred) Dunn of
Murray, died Monday at
Barnes Hospital there. He was
69 years of age and his death
followed a lengthy illness.
Mr. Hamilton was the son of
the late Robert A. Hamilton,
Sr., and Flora Summerville
Hamilton of Graves County.
He was a vereran of World
War II.
Survivors are his wife,
Mary, and two daughters,
Sondra and Barbara, St.
Louis, Mo.,; one son, Robert
A. Hamilton III, Houston,
Texas; three sisters, Mrs.
Dunn, Murray, Mrs. Myrtelle
Futrell, Mayfield, and Mrs
Margaret Thomas, Lone Oak;
two brothers, Boyd and Leon
Hamilton, St. Louis, Mo.;
three grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews including
Mrs. Annie Knight, Mrs. Ann
Watson, and Bob Dunn of
Murray.
Funeral services were held
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, St. Louis, Mo., with
Rev. C. J. Thomas officiating.
Burial was in the Jefferson
Barracks Cemetery there.
Marine divisions have more
than 19,000 men.
The "Chicago Fire" burned
17,450 buildings, killed 250 per-
sons and caused $196 million
damage.






Giles, mother of Howard C.
Giles of Murray, died Friday
at ten a.m. at a nursing home
at Hopkinsville. She was 87
years of age.
The deceased was the wife
of Howard Giles who died in
1970 and was a resident of
Herndon. She was a member
of the Olivet Baptist Church at
Herndon.
Mrs. Giles , is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. George H.
(Jane) Giles of Herndon; one
son, Howard C. Giles, 1513
Oxford Drive, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Laura McGhee;
Richmond, Va.; four gran-
dsons, Howard Giles, Jr., and
Timothy Giles of Murray, and
Carden and Hulon Giles of
Herndon.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Hugart Funeral
Home, Hopkinsville, with
burial to follow in the family
cemetery at Herndon.





Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
will speak on the subject,
"God Is Boss" at the 8:45 and
10:50 a. m. services on Sun-
day, February 22, at the First
United Methodist Chutch.
His scripture will be from
Matthew 4:1-11.
At the 8:45 service a special
solo will be sung by Jeannie
Holtgren. The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Richard Farrell as
organist will sing the anthem,
"Lord Thou Hast-Searched Me
Out."
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Junior High United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Will meet at six p.m. Sunday
for recreation and at 6:30 p.
m. for the program on "Why
People Use Illegal Drugs" by
Capt. Jerry Lee.
Dr. David Roos will present
the program on the "Disciples
of Christ" at the meeting of
the Senior High UMYF at six
p. m. Supper for both groups
will be served.
The Council on Ministries
will meet Wednesday at eight
p. m. in the social hall of the
church.







"Don't Let It Become A
Fad!" will be the subject of
the sermon by Dr. David Roos
for the 10:45 a. m. services on
Sunday, February 22, at the
First Christian Church.
Special music will be a solo
by Margaret Porter, choir
director, with Gary Galloway
as organist.
Henry Holton will be wor-
ship leader with Mark and
Paul Austin as candle lighters
and Miss Lee Ann Boone, Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Lane, and
Robert Puttoff as greeters.
Elders serving will be Dr.
Woodf in Hutson and Bill
Porter. Deacons will be Jim
Clopton, Dr. Joe Cartwright,
Dr. Ron Cella, Terry Hart,
Robert Hopkins, Don McCord,
and Ron Mitchell.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will he in





cheon will be served at noon
with Murray State University
students as special guests.
Mrs. Otis Loftin and Mrs.
Bill Van Meter are the official
church visitors for the week
with Mrs. Golan Hays for the
coming week.
The God Squad will meet
Sunday at six p. m. for supper
and at 6:30 p. m. for the
meeting.
The Bible Study Group will
meet Tuesday, February 24,
at 7:30 p. m. at the home of
Mrs. Pat Crawford, 503 South
16th Street.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Services
At Murray Church
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Dale speak at both the
10:40 a. m. and six p. m.
services on Sunday, February
22.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Earl Nanny
will make the announcements.
"Seek First The Kingdom"
will be the subject of the
morning sermon with Amos
Hill to read the scriputre from
Matthew 6:33, 34. Prayers will
be led by Howell Clark and
James Harris.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Others, Lord, Yes
Others" with the scripture
from Galatians 6:1,2 to be
read by Keith Boyle and
prayers to be led by Willie
Francis and Jerry Hum-
phreys.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Max Farley
and Kerry Gillihan.
Bud Gibbs, Gregg Garland,
Leon Adams, and Roy Har-
mon will serve on the
Extension Department.
Bible study will be held at
9:40 a. m. Sunday.
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Patty Says Threats Now Continue To Make Her Fear For Life
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Patricia Hearst, portrayed by
a prison friend of her chief
captor as being forced with "a
gun at her head" to join in a
bank robbery, says bombings
and threats to her family
during her trial continue to
make her fear for her life.
Sobbing during cross-
examination, Miss Hearst said
at her bank robbery trial
Friday — her 22nd birthday —
that it would have taken only a
word from her Symbionese
Liberation Army kidnapers
for her to be killed.
"It's happening right now,"
she said.
She told the jury of the
terrorist bombing last week at
her late grandfather's manor
at San Simeon and of the
threat against her family in a
New World Liberation Front
message claiming respon-
sibility for the explosion.
Defense witness Ulysses
Hall, 30, said he talked to SLA
chieftain Donald "Cinque"
DeFreeze by telephone after
the April 15, 1974, bank rob-
bery in which Miss Hearst is
charged. He said DeFreeze
told him the newspaper
heiress could be killed, freed
or turned into an outlaw.
Episcopal Church
Services Planned
St. John's Episcopal Church
will have morning prayer
services at 10:30 on Sunday,
February 22, with Rev.
Stephen R. Davenport III,
minister of the church, in
charge.
Mrs. Leonard Whitrner will
be organist. Acolytes will be
Susan Stripling, Vincent
Heise, and Ed Harcourt.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 9:15 a.m.
Sunday. Pat Harcourt will be
in charge of the nursery.
The Bible Study Group
meets each Thursday at 7:30
p.m. and for infcrmation call
Mrs. Robert Mabry 753-7405.
A skating party is planned
for Sunday, February 29 with
the group to leave the church
at 3:15 p.m. This is for adults
and children.
Rev. White To Be
Speaker, Memorial
Baptist Church
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist
Church; will speak at both the
10:50 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services on Sunday, February
22, at the church.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be by Jerry
Moody and the Sanctuary
Choir, with Rev. Ron Ham-
pton as minister of music.
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins will be
organist and Mrs. Diane
Dixon, pianist.
At the evening service the
special music will be by the
Men's Choir. Joe Morton will
serve as deacon of the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. with Tommy Wilkins as
Director.
Church Training will be at
5:30 p.m. with Larry Lyles as
director and Dr. H. C. Chiles





The New Concord and Lynn
Grove Adult Farmer classes
at Murray Vocational Center
will continue the discussion of
"Estate Planning for the
Farmer" on February 11 and
24.
- -Haratd Hurt:- Altofriey, and
Thomas Shirley, CPA, will
conduct the sessions which
will deal with making a will,
procedures in settling an
estate, gift tax considerations,
examples of state inheritance
and federal estate taxes and
other related questions.
The New Concord class will
meet on Monday, February 23
at 7:00 p.m. and the Lynn
Grove class at 7:00 p.m. on
Tuesday evening, February 4.
Farmers and those with
agricultural interest are in-
vited to attend, a spokesman
said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355 1.
up 0.1.
Below dam 319.2, up 3.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1.up 0.1.
Below dam 328.6, up 1.3.
Sunset 5.42. Sunrise 6:39
Moon rises 11:54 p.m., sets
10:12 a.m. Saturday.
-And actually the trick did
work," Hall said, looking at
the counsel table where Miss
Hearst sat, "because she's
here today on trial."
Security was tighter than
ever at the trial because of a
fresh threat Friday morning
that the defendant was
marked for "execution." The
male caller identified himself
as a member of the terrorist
New World Liberation Front.
Miss Hearst was escorted
into the courtroom by three
federal marshals instead of
the usual two, and the metal-
detecting machine that
screens spectators was keyed
up for greater sensitivity, one
marshal said.
U.S. Attorney James L.
Browning Jr. sought in three
days of cross-examination to
counter Miss Hearst's tale of
being a captive of fear
throughout her 19-month
voyage through the terrorist
underground.
Shortly before finishing his
questioning of the newspaper
heiress, Browning asked the
questions that allowed her to
tell the jurors about the latest
terrorist action directed
against her family.
U.S. Dist. Judge Oliver J.
Carter had ruled the San
Simeon bombing and current
threats on the Hearst family
irrelevant.
The jury had not read about
the events because it is
sequestered, but defense
attorney F. Lee Bailey wanted
them informed of what he
called a basis for Miss
Hearst's continuing anguish.
Although six SLA members,
Including DeFreeze, died 31/2
months after her Feb. 4, 1974,
kidnaping, she testified,
surviving members William
and Emily Harris picked up
the fallen standard and waged
such an all-consuming
campaign of fear that she has
yet to shake it.
She portrayed the Harrises
as totally committed to
revolution, self-styled soldiers
who would unflinchingly shoot
dead any traitor to their
cause.
When the normally low-
keyed Browning asked Miss
Hearst, in a tone of virtual
thunder, why she could not
have anonymously tipped
authorities to the location of
the Harrises, she replied
bitterly, "Because they aren't
the only people running
around that are like that."
Discussing the Harrises,
who were captured last Sept.
18, the same day as Miss
Hearst, and are now in a Los
Angeles jail, she burst into
tears during this exchange
with Browning:
Q. You knew that there had
been originally eight of them
( the SLA ) and that six of those
eight had died, did you not?
A. There were many people
that could have picked up
where they left off and If
they'd wanted me dead, all
they had to do is say that













Remember Our "Carnival Of Values Sale!"
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